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Introduction to Design Code Update
The original Upton Design Code published in May 2003
has been utilised throughout the development briefing
and appraisal of Sites A, B and C.
During the briefing and appraisal process and following
various Government initiative changes and policy
introductions, the Upton Working Group and the Upton
Steering Group concluded that some areas of the Design

Code required revision. These revisions include a new
section on the Northampton Context and amendments
to other sections to include the new Government
Initiatives. Other alterations have been included where
experience on Sites A, B and C has identified areas
where clarification was required. Key changes are
summarised in the table below:

Upton Design Code - Content Amendment Record

Version

Revision

Description

Status

Date

1

/

/

Final

May 2003

2

A

Refer table below.

Final

March 2005

Chapter

Key Changes

1.0

•

Simplified chapter

•

Include Key Project Milestones

2.0

•

Refined and consolidated development principles

3.0

•

New chapter to amplify the Northampton context

4.0

•

Emphasised inter-relationship between layers of design code

•

Introduced ‘navigation’ diagrams

•

Boundaries of 4 character areas remain unchanged

•

Character Areas descriptions remain unchanged

•

Use of new images and captions to illustrate the four character areas

•

Street types categories remain unchanged

•

Highlighted aspects of street design in annotated boxes alongside street diagrams

•

New requirements on:
•
street materials
•
street planting
•
street furniture
•
services in public realm

•

Combined street specification tables showing design requirements for ALL street types

•

Minor modifications and clarification to block codes and principles

•

Replaced acronyms (NS, NG, etc) with simple block-type names

•

New, explicit design requirements for central courtyard design

•

Annotated diagrams to illustrate block codes

•

Minor modifications and clarification to boundary treatment requirements

•

Consolidated all boundary treatment requirements into three tables:

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

•
•
•
9.0

Front Boundary
Side Boundary
Rear Boundary

•

Minor modification to flexible floor to floor height

•

Other coding remains unchanged

•

Minor modification to building height diagram and locations for landmark features

•

Other coding remains unchanged

11.0

•

No change

12.0

•

Minor modifications and clarification to building materials & detailing requirements

•

Non-permissible items are highlighted in green

13.0

•

Chapter completely updated to include changes in BREEAM and other environmental standards

14.0

•

Significantly expanded chapter on Implementation

Index

•

New index for keyword search
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1.0
CREATING A SUSTAINABLE URBAN EXTENSION
1.0

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Upton forms part of the South West District of
Northampton, a key area of strategic urban extension
west of the existing built up area (Figure 1.1). Upton is
located at the junction of the A45 and A43, accessible
via the M1 junctions 15a and 16.
In 2001, the project partners including Northampton
Borough Council (NBC), English Partnerships (EP) as
landowner and The Prince’s Foundation, embarked on a
project to create an urban extension that would promote
best practice in sustainable urban growth – where major
house builders would become involved in delivery of
new homes under the guidance of a Design Code. The
partners appointed a consultant team led by EDAW to
support them in taking forward aspirations for the new
community.

1.2

THE UPTON DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Figure 1.2 illustrates the key project milestones that
Upton has achieved.
As Phase One of the strategic urban expansion within
the SW District, Upton was granted an outline planning
permission in 1997.

1997

Outline Planning Status

2000-1

Enquiry by Design
Establishment of
Upton Working Group

2003

Variation to Planning Permission
Outline Planning Permission
for Weedon Road Frontage
Upton Design Code Publication

2004

Detailed Planning Permission
for Site A

2005

Detailed Planning Permissions
for Site B
Developer Selection Process
for Site C
Upton Design Code Update
(March 2005)
Figure 1.2 Key project milestones

An Enquiry by Design in 2000/1 by NBC, EP and The
Prince’s Foundation evolved the original plan associated
with the permission granted.
To implement the Upton project, a Working Group was
established in 2001 including representatives from EP,
NBC, The Prince’s Foundation and the consultant team
led by EDAW.
A variation to the original planning approval was granted
in February 2003 to relocate the local centre from the
centre of Upton to Weedon Road. In conjunction with
this variation, another Outline Planning Permission was
granted to introduce mixed uses along Weedon Road
frontage.
The Upton Design Code was first published in May
2003.

Northampton town centre
Northampton built up area
Upton site
Figure 1.1 Context map
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1.3

1.0

USE OF THE DESIGN CODE
Issue of Tender Documents to Developers

The Design Code plays a central role in the Developer
Selection Process. Figure 1.3 indicates where the Design
Code fits into the selection process that developers and
their design teams must follow in preparing a submission.
The notation ‘DC’ highlights where the Design Code is
referred to throughout the process.
The Design Code sets the standard and should be seen
as the starting point for a dialogue between developers
and their design teams with the Upton Working Group.
The intention is to establish a co-operative and creative
partnership with bidders who are keen and able to work
with the project team.
The Design Code also ensures co-ordination between
the different sites and provides a level of certainty to
developers of the quality and character of adjacent
development.
The Design Code should be read in conjunction with sitespecific Development Briefs, Site Constraints drawings,
and the Standard Information and Requirements for
Developers document which are prepared for Upton.

Design Development Using:

Design Code
Standard information & requirement site
constraints drawing

DC

Development Brief

Design dialogue with project team

Stage 1:
Project team assessment of tender response

DC

Design Code Workshop
(developer team attendance mandatory)

Stage 2:
Project team assessment of schemes

DC

Selection of Preferred Bidder

Figure 1.3 Use of Design Code within the
development process. Note DC indicates
role of Design Codes.
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Design Elaboration with Project Team

DC

Planning Submission Consent

DC

Implementation Monitoring

DC
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2.0
UPTON DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES
2.0
This Design Code and the Urban Framework for Upton, as
illustrated on Figure 2.1, are based upon key development
principles promoting sustainable urban growth and
creation of a distinctive, enduring environment. In line with
the ODPM’s ‘Sustainable Communities Plan’, established
in 2003, the Upton project seeks to address the issues of
sustainability at a number of different levels.
Achieving Social Diversity
Critical mass
Upton will comprise a minimum of 1020 homes. Together
with surrounding communities in Upton Grange and
Duston village, a critical mass of local population will be
established to sustain local amenities and viable public
transport.
Diverse dwelling types & tenure mix
Upton will include a wide range of dwelling types. With
a mixture of unit sizes, house types and tenure to suit
people of different incomes and at different stages of
their lives.
Indistinguishable Affordable Housing
A minimum of 22% affordable housing will be provided,
pepperpotted throughout, the external design of which
will be indistinguishable from market housing.
Mix of uses
The local population of Upton will support a mix of
uses which includes a primary school, local shops and
live-work units. Other commercial office use, retail and
community uses will form a local centre along Weedon
Road (A45) on the northern edge of Upton.
Area wide integration
This local centre will form the activity focus of Upton
and other future communities within the SW District
of Northampton, including the Princess Marina Hospital
development.
Environmental Sustainability
Achieving BREEAM excellent
To set a new benchmark of environmental sustainability
in the volume house building industry, every building
in Upton will be assessed using BREEAM standards at
design and post construction review stages to ensure
BREEAM Excellent rating is achieved. The version of
BREEAM for residential units is called EcoHomes.
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Sustainable Urban Drainage System
A Sustainable Urban Drainage System (SUDS) is being
put in place to manage rainwater run-off. Rainwater
harvesting technologies will be incorporated into block
and building design to allow for rainwater use within
the homes.
Long-term Biodiversity
Enhance local ecology
The network of SUDS will also promote local biodiversity
by allowing new wildlife habitats to establish. The SUDS
will also create an ecological network linking Upton
with the Upper Nene River Valley and the surrounding
areas.
Local Identity
Distinctive local character
The design of Upton will draw inspirations from
the Northamptonshire vernacular, including urban
morphology, architecture and landscape design. The use
of local materials and an innovative approach towards
their applications will help establish Upton as a part of
Northampton with a distinctive identity.
Livability
Accessible public transport
To reduce reliance on cars and encourage a walkable
environment, public transport facilities will be in place
at the early stages of implementation.
Well connected open space network
To promote healthy lifestyles, Upton offers easy
access to the Upton Country Park and the associated
recreational facilities.
Legible design
A legible structure of streets and blocks will link Upton to
adjacent developments and amenities, such as the Upton
Grange and Princess Marina Hospital developments, the
Sainsbury’s supermarket, other facilities at Sixfields
and the Country Park.
Resident management
To promote long term stewardship, a management
company will be set up to be eventually run by the
local residents. The scope of the company will include
the management of SUDS and the maintenance of
communal courtyards within blocks.
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3.0
THE NORTHAMPTON CONTEXT
3.0
3.1

INTRODUCTION

As mentioned in the Upton Development Principles,
local identity is an important ingredient in creating
a place that will last. It paves the way for long term
viability for future generations. By examining the basic
design principles that have sustained the unique sense
of place in Northampton, the following section provides
a framework in which the Northamptonshire vernacular
can be appreciated. The design of Upton should draw
inspirations from this rich and living ‘pattern book’ ,
introduced in this section, which is the very fabric of
Northamptonshire. Designers should evolve the art of
‘town-making’ in a critical and innovative manner.

3.2

URBAN FORM & HIERARCHY

Northampton formed around two important routes,
A45 (east-west) and A508 (north-south). Over time an
urban core has evolved outward from this important
movement interchange. See Figure 1.1.
Subsequent developments radiate along the key routes
from Northampton towards surrounding towns such as
Daventry, Wellingborough and Kettering.
Density and intensity of activity is highest in the centre
and gradually falls towards the urban edges.
This urban hierarchy can be understood using three
conceptual models:
•
•
•

Intensity of the urban core;
Linear development; and
Moderated edges.

During the 20th Century, with changes in urban practice,
zoning policy has also had a significant impact on the
urban form of Northampton. This is witnessed by New
Town Corporation housing as estate type development,
the creation of local centres in competition with the
urban core and pedestrianisation schemes.

Characteristics of the urban core
• Convergence of crossroads brings movements and
activities to the heart of town;
• Key public spaces, such as the market square, allow
intense social and economic exchanges;
• Architectural intensity and taller buildings;
• Concentration of important and sacred uses such as
the Guildhall and All Saints Church; and
• Eclectic building styles evolved over time.
Characteristics of linear development
• Key streets defined by continuous building frontage;
• Predominantly residential; and
• Regular plot rhythm & repetitive building design.
Characteristics of moderated edges
• Lanes and minor streets defined by landscape
structure;
• Landscape elements such as verges, street trees and
green open spaces are more dominant than the built
elements; and
• Lower development density & low rise buildings.
URBAN HIERARCHY – ‘TRANSECT’ MODEL
Core qualities

Transition

Edge qualities

Public life & civility

Private life

Architecture grandeur

Architectural modesty

High Rise

Low Rise

Crossroads & streets

Lanes & Minor roads

This code makes reference to the historical and traditional
urban development of Northampton as a baseline point
and does not exclude best practice examples of 20th
Century development.
Linear development
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Moderated edges
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3.3

STREET PATTERNS & PUBLIC SPACES

A number of street forms are discernible in and around
Northampton town centre:
Irregular grid
• An irregular, tight and fine grain street pattern is
found at the medieval core of Northampton focusing
around All Saints Church and Guildhall.
‘Fork’ junctions
• ‘Fork’ junctions are common place in a radial street
pattern.
• At the junction between Kettering Road and
Wellingborough Road, the node is defined by Abington
Square with a statue.
• At the junction between St Giles Street and Derngate,
the node is defined by a building with a chamfered
corner, a particular characteristic of design in the
town centre.

3.0
• This area is characterised by long principally residential
streets with shorter connections at both ends; this
street arrangement forms the building blocks for the
industrialised town.
• There are a variety of street widths depending on the
location and nature of the streets.
‘Estates’ and culs-de-sac
• In a broad sweep on the northern edge of Northampton
(from west to east) is the mid to late 20th century
urban expansion.
• The predominant form is estates where low density
houses feed off culs-de-sac which in turn feed into
local or major distributor roads. This is not an example
that should be included in the design proposals.
• Although newer developments have tighter grain,
street widths vary, depending on the age and
arrangement of the development.

Larger scale & orthogonal grid
• The north-eastern area of Northampton is
predominantly defined by a much larger and
orthogonal grid where urban expansion took place
during the Edwardian and Victorian eras.

Principal residential streets
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Newer developments maintain
rhythm and scale

Chamfered corner building at fork
junction

Statue to mark fork junction
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3.0
There are a number of open spaces in the heart of
Northampton:
Green wedges
• Green wedges run from the urban edge almost to the
medieval core e.g. along the line of the railway.
Large urban parks
• Large urban parks such as Abington Park and the
Racecourse are located to the north and east on the
edge of the Victorian and Edwardian areas.
• They are defined by a strong tree structure along the
park edges.
• Three storey buildings overlook the parks with
vehicular and pedestrian access via the road in
front.
Allotments
• A considerable number of allotment gardens
provide fresh produce and recreation space for local
residents, particularly to the north and east of the
town centre.
Squares
• The market square at the town centre is the most
prominent example of this urban typology. The
approximate dimensions are 80m by 100m. It is
located adjacent to the heart of the crossroads.
• There appears to be no tradition of public squares
in Northampton, except in those spaces where the
alignment of roads at junctions has created a space
that has evolved a more civic role over the years.

Large urban parks
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Park egde residential development

Market square

Town centre public realm
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3.4

3.0

THRESHOLDS & EDGES

The existing threshold and edge conditions of buildings
in Northampton illustrates the important role that
infrastructure plays in the town building process.
In common with a number of streets in central London,
drainage was laid on the ground before the buildings
were erected. The carriageways and pavement were
then constructed above the drainage which formed
an artificial ground level. A characteristic building
form, therefore occurs where the lowest floors of the
buildings sit on or just below the natural ground level
and therefore form a half basement with steps up to the
front door and entrance hall level.
In addition, there are two predominant edge
conditions which result in two types of townscape in
Northampton:

Industrial landscape
• By contrast and driven by economic expediency, the
industrialised areas are characterised by a denser built
form. The row houses designed to accommodate
shoe factory workers are positioned hard up against
the back of pavement, allowing a tiny window for
natural light into the basement.
• The public realm treatment tends to be minimal
and largely composed of hard paved streets and
associated lighting.
Boundary Materials
A wide variety of boundary materials have been used in
and around Northampton. In denser areas, boundaries
are typically:
• Wrought iron railings;
• Wrought iron railings and brick piers;

Landscape of commerce
• The grandeur of buildings in the town centre reflects
the glory of commercial success.
• Due to the way in which the town was built, buildings
are set back by 2-3m from the back of pavement to
allow good daylight penetration to the basement level.

• Low walls and railings with brick piers and as density
decreases, a softer greener and often less vertical
boundary is more typical, indicating;
• Sloping walls with stone copings;
• Northampton iron stone walls & copings;

• The public realm treatment tends to be hard paving
at basement level with iron railings at the back of
pavement, defining property boundaries.

• Low masonry walls;
• Walls and climber planting; and

• The ribbon development along key routes out of town,
such as Barrack Road, generally have deeper set backs
of 5m or more where front gardens are common place
and the public realm is less formal and hard.

Brick piers & iron railings
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Iron railings

• Hedges.

Hedges and low walls

Ironstone wall
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3.0
3.5

TOWNSCAPE

Townscape
Building height and corner treatment are important
elements that form the townscape composition of
Northampton and include the use of:
• Building height to hold corners;
• Building and façade treatment to terminate vistas;
and
• Building form to create visual interest.
Roofs
The roofscape around the town centre is varied
as a result of the incremental changes over time
and fragmented land ownership patterns. From the
perspective of the pedestrian, the rooflines in the town
centre are largely defined by parapets which present a
more formal image. By contrast, gable ends are often
used within the urban edge to create a more informal
townscape. The roofscape along ribbon developments
tends to be rather monotonous as they were built as
one-off developments by housebuilders at the time.

Height defines corner

Controled vistas

Corner definition and roofscape

Roofscape interest

Industrial, pier and panal

Townhouses, tri-partite elevation

Polychrome banding in brick

Traditional Georgian
ironstone façade and proportions

Façade types
Façade types can be characterised as:
• Tri-partite, holes in the wall;
• Industrial, holes in the wall;
• Industrial, pier & panel; and
• Structural grid.
Materials
The materials palette in Northampton is varied but tends
to be made up of:
• Brick, using both English and Flemish bonds;
• Multi-colour brick bands;
• Brick with Iron stone as decoration; and
• Cement render.

12
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3.6

3.0

BUILT FORM

As in any mature town, there is tremendous variety
of built form in Northampton. The following building
types have been highlighted to reflect their relevance to
Upton, and to identify particular characteristics which
must be brought forward in the new development
School
Whilst there is considerable variation in school design
through the ages, some generic themes are important:
• The schools have a significant civic presence,
appropriate to their function and place within the
overall built fabric;

Commercial scale mixed use

Ground floor retail with offices above

Ground floor mixed use

Residential conversion into offices

Stepped but consistent cornice line

Varying plot widths

Domestic scale mixed use

School as a focal element of
community

• A prominent civic elevation should address the main
public space or major roads;
• Typically they have enclosing blocks to the side
which hold semi public spaces used for gathering of
parents and students outside the building;
• The roofscape is important and some form of
projection, which can be viewed from a distance, is
appropriate; and
• Colonnades allow for external gathering spaces,
which provide shelter and mediate in scale between
inside and outside environments.
Mixed Use
• This building type is probably the most varied. It has a
domestic feel where employed on secondary streets
and more commercial character where employed on
primary streets;
• In all cases the ground floor should be easily
adaptable to a change of use with the possibility of a
commercial ground floor with apartments or offices
above;
• Architecture is more civic in nature and can vary
from one plot to the next; and
• Continuity of the elevation is generally achieved by
shop fenestration and entries, heights of shop signs,
storey heights and consistency in cornice heights.

03-2005
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3.0
Weedon Road
As an important historical route into the town centre,
buildings along Weedon Road are generally of an
appropriate scale helping to establish a sense of
enclosure and arrival.
• The most relevant local exemplars are a number of
beautifully designed shoe factories;
• The 4 storey plus frame structures reflect the
‘functionalist tradition’ driven by economy of scale
where the structural logic is honestly expressed on
the façade as beams and columns;
• Their robust fabric and scale has proven to be
adaptable in conversion to other uses such as offices
and dwellings; and
• The manner in which buildings of this scale are
visually broken down, and their repetitive but rich
façade are composed, should be treated as inspiration
for designing new buildings along Weedon Road.

extent to which the eaves overhang, and there are a
number of examples where the gables are presented
to the street, with ornate ridge details, which are
typically stepped.
• Generally, there is regularity to
terraces, often the full length of
is reinforced by the arrangement
the roof line such as chimneys,
parapets, etc.

the roof line of
the street, which
of projections on
dormer windows,

• Town houses display a greater degree of variety in
ridge and parapet lines, although often arranged in
pairs, thereby introducing an element of rhythm and
regularity to the building frontage.
• Ceiling heights on ground floors often exceed 3m
giving comfortable and generous spatial proportions
to rooms and hallways.
• On plan townhouses are limited on flexible living space
and constrained widths do not allow for easy storage
of bicycles or pushchairs within the dwelling.

Town houses
• Residential built form in Northampton is typified by
a strong sense of rhythm, and a uniformity of height
and mass along streets.
• Typically, terraces and townhouses are 2½ to 3
storeys in height, with many also including basement
levels.
• Variations in projections (bay windows, eaves and
entrance canopies) as well as the detailing of façades
are used to articulate the building frontages and
provide visual interest.
• Bay windows are typically chamfered, though square
bays are also used. Some project only on the ground
storey whilst others carry on through to first or upper
storeys.

Street rhythm set by townhouses

The ‘functionalist tradition’

Chamfered bay windows

Industrial heritage interpreted

• Window proportions are fairly grand with prominent
gabled elements and decorated upper sashes being
common characteristics.
• The roofs of terraced houses are usually arranged
with eaves to the front and gables to either end on
return streets. There is a degree of variety in the

14
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3.0
Villas
• There are several areas of Northampton where the
development is predominantly the villa type; their
development occurring in the early to mid-twentieth
century.
• There is a range of architectural styles and building
forms - including Neo Georgian, Jacobean and Arts
and Crafts. These are either detached or semi
detached and are generally 2 to 2½ storeys high.
Arts and Crafts villas are predominant.
• Villas often sit further back from the road than
terraced/town houses, and usually within their own
grounds.

Apartments
• Until recently, apartments in Northampton have
mostly been conversions of single dwellings rather
than purpose built.
• Unlike terraces where entrances into properties
occur frequently at regular plot-width intervals,
the centralised access arrangement of apartments
often results in longer lengths of blank facades
thus weakening the relationship between buildings
and street. In some instances, this is resolved by
introducing shops at ground level helping to activate
the street edge. Both contemporary and historic
purpose built apartments, if carefully designed, do
contribute positively to a strong townscape and its
public realm.

• Detached and semi-detached houses on a typical
residential street are minor variations on a theme.
• Roof spaces mainly used for 3rd floor either have
gable windows or use dormers. Porches are often
expressed as features and chimneys and roofs
are important features of the overall composition.
Façades are usually formal with well proportioned
openings symmetrically composed.
Mews Houses
• Mews houses are normally built to the back of
pavement and a uniform rhythm is established along
the mews.
• Simple panelled front doors with undecorated
fanlights, wide single-opening panelled garage doors,
or paired windows are typically used on the ground
floor elevation.
• First floor openings are centred over openings below;
in some instances this includes a balcony if converted
to a living space.

Converted apartments

Entrance to mews

Villa in landscape setting

Villa form expresses corner

• Pitched roofs are commonly used; flat roofs are used
where roofs have been converted to roof terraces.
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4.0
USING THE UPTON DESIGN CODE
4.0
4.1

CODE STRUCTURE

This Design Code sets out the urban structure for Upton
as a series of layers. They include:
•

Chapter 5 - Character Areas

•

Chapter 6 – Street Types

•

Chapter 7 – Block Principles

•

Chapter 8 – Boundary Treatments

•

Chapter 9 – Building Types and Uses

•

Chapter 10 – Building Heights

•

Chapter 11 - SUDS, Parks and Open Spaces

•

Chapter 12 – Building Materials and Details

Figure 4.1 suggests a logical order in assembling these
layers of urbanism. Good urban experiences are grounded
not only by the built form but in the public realm, the
streets and squares. When determining the layout for
each parcel, the developer must adopt an integrative
approach towards place making and assemble these
layers to form a coherent urban composition.
These issues are fundamental to the design of Upton
if it is to meet these design codes. Consequently,
all codings set out in this document are mandatory
instructions except where clearly specified.

Movement and Connections

Green Infrastructure

Block Structure

Green Open Space

Figure 4.1 Layers of Urbanism
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Façades and Public Realm
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4.2

4.0

UNDERSTANDING THE URBAN HIERARCHY:
CHARACTER AREAS

Upton is divided into four character areas. Each area
has a different role to play in Upton and relates to the
overall urban hierarchy within the wider South West
District of Northampton. The listed order below reflects
the areas position within the overall hierarchy. They
are summarised in Figure 4.2 and explored further in
Chapter 5.
Urban Boulevard
Focused on Weedon Road, this is the most urban part of
the community. This Urban Boulevard area will contain
offices, shops, community uses and live-work spaces
supported by a high quality public realm and public
transport route. Within the wider context of the South
West District, the Urban Boulevard will form a focus for
Upton and future communities in St Crispin’s and the
Princess Marina Hospital development to the north of
Weedon Road.
Neighbourhood Spine
Extending south from the Urban Boulevard, the
Neighbourhood Spine will bring activities and public
transport into Upton, allowing the Main street to evolve
into a high density, mixed used core in the longer term.
The Main street will be the primary route through the
community connecting Weedon Road and Upton Way.
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Urban Boulevard

Neighbourhood Spine

Neighbourhood General

Neighbourhood Edge

Figure 4.2 Character Areas Navigation Diagrams

For each character area, a sub-set of urban design
parameters is defined, namely:

Neighbourhood General
Most of Upton falls within the Neighbourhood General
character area where residential development will
include a mixture of townhouses, mews houses and
apartments.

• block types and boundary treatment;

Neighbourhood Edge
This character area is located on the western and
southern edges of Upton where the development
adjoins the Upton Country Park and Upton Lane. To
step down the hierarchy and to provide a transition,
residential densities within the Neighbourhood Edge will
rank lowest within Upton.

• architectural attributes.

• building height;
• uses and building types; and

Therefore, the character areas set out the
rationale behind the design coding and thus form a
fundamental reference point for detailed design.
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5.0
CHARACTER AREAS
5.0
5.1

INTRODUCTION

Four character areas make up Upton’s Urban Framework,
as shown on Figure 5.1. The vision is to establish a
coherent urban hierarchy ranging from the more intense
core of the Neighbourhood Spine to the less intensive
development that abuts the Upton Country Park.
Figure 5.2 below provides a summary of each character
area at Upton which comprises of the following in
descending hierarchy:
• Urban Boulevard
• Neighbourhood Spine
• Neighbourhood General
• Neighbourhood Edge
This table also serves as a chapter reference where
more detail on specific elements may be found.

Figure 5.3 Weedon Road is to be transformed into an urban
boulevard with shops fronting a new slip lane.

URBAN BOULEVARD
(WEEDON ROAD)

NEIGHBOURHOOD SPINE

NEIGHBOURHOOD
GENERAL

NEIGHBOURHOOD EDGE

CHAPTER

Street Type

Urban Boulevard

Main Street
Street
Mews

Main Street
Street
Lane
Mews

Main Street
Street
Lane

6

Land Use

Offices, Live work, Shops
Restaurants/Pub
Housing
Community Facilities

Housing
Local Shops
Community Facilities
School

Housing

Housing

9

Building
Type

Mixed Use

Apartments
Townhouses
Mixed Use, Mews,
School

Townhouses
Apartments
Mews
Semi-detached

Townhouses
Detached
Semi-detached

9

Height

Minimum 4 Storeys

Varies

Varies

Varies

10

Boundary
Treatment

Varies

Varies

Varies

8

Parks and
Open Space

Upton Square

Neighbourhood Square
SUDS
Upton Country Park

Ashby Wood
SUDS
Upton Country Park

11

Figure 5.2: Summary of character area urban transect
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Figure 5.1 Location of the four Character Areas at Upton.
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5.0
5.2

URBAN BOULEVARD

• Weedon Road runs along the north of Upton and is
a major historical route connecting Northampton and
Daventry.
• Weedon Road no longer has status as a trunk route
(from July 2002) but will continue to provide a
direct link between Junction 16 on the M1 and
Northampton town centre.

Location Plan: Urban Boulevard

• Through fundamental redesign, Weedon Road will
form the beginning of an ‘urban boulevard’ into
Northampton and create a new distinct focus for
the local community in Upton, complementing
existing facilities at Sixfields.
• Development of the former St Crispin Hospital
and Princess Marina Hospital to the north as
predominantly residential communities provides an
opportunity to create a viable activity focus.
• The Weedon Road amenities will include:

Urban Boulevard under construction

Ground level uses animate
public realm

•
•
•
•
•

a convenience store and other local shopping;
restaurants/cafés/public house;
offices and small business units;
live-work spaces and apartments; and
public transport facilities.

• Pedestrians will be given a higher priority where the
design speeds are reduced and at-grade crossings
introduced.
• Weedon Road will serve as a key public transport
corridor.
Integrated cycle parking in public realm

Active street frontages

• A new slip road will provide access to the shops and
services off Weedon Road. A similar approach is intended
for development on the northern side of Weedon Road.
• The Urban Boulevard will comprise of a high quality
public realm, including a strong structure of trees, robust
& attractive paving materials and well designed street
furniture.

High quality public realm at all hours

20

Contemporary apartments and live/
work units draw on industrial heritage
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5.0
• Buildings will generally be 4 to 5 storeys high
with active frontages at ground floor level, with
apartments and offices above. The buildings
must respect the Urban Boulevard context and
include well placed landmark structures to mark
the entrance to Upton.
• Underground parking will be provided by exploiting
the significant change in levels. Additional parking
will be provided within private areas to the rear,
allowing controlled access to the live-work units.
• At the upper storeys, the design of blocks will
maximise views across Upton to Upton Country Park
to the south.

5.3

Location Plan: Neighbourhood Spine

NEIGHBOURHOOD SPINE

• The Neighbourhood Spine runs along Main Street, the
principal thoroughfare within Upton connecting Weedon
Road to the north and Upton Way to the east.
• It will form the key linear public realm corridor and
the public transport route within the community.
• Main Street will be fronted by buildings, generally
apartments or townhouses of three or more storeys.
• ‘Flexible frontages’ will be provided at the ground
floor level to allow conversion from residential to
retail, office, workspace or community uses to meet
future needs and respond to market opportunities.
• At the heart of the community is Upton Square,
a public space which provides a focal point for
informal public use, gatherings or events, as
well as forming the setting for new homes and
businesses.

3-plus storey townhouses
at appropriate locations

Good street rhythm

School: active community focus in
public realm

Residential conversion into offices

• Fronting the square, the primary school will be an
important community asset serving Upton and
surrounding developments.
• Embracing the sustainability priorities for Upton, the
school will be designed as a key civic building and
provide a number of environmental features.

03-2005
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5.0
5.4

NEIGHBOURHOOD GENERAL

• The majority of the residential areas at Upton fall
within the Neighbourhood General Character Area.
• Away from Main Street, the homes will have clearly
defined blocks with secure courtyards to the rear
providing parking, rear access and communal
spaces.
• Generally of 2-2½ storeys, the area will comprise
substantial dwellings offering the potential of working
from home or in some cases expansion.
Location Plan: Neighbourhood General
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Continuous building frontage

Paired entrances along terrace

Projected bays set street rhythm

Regular plot widths

Repetitive modules

Small variations of roofline

• Mews developments will also be found in the
Neighbourhood General offering smaller residential
units, often with integral garages and/or workspaces.

Figure 5.4: Illustrative view of perimeter courtyard blocks in
Neighbourhood General
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5.5

5.0

NEIGHBOURHOOD EDGE

• At the southern and western edges of Upton,
the intensity of development will be lower than
elsewhere providing the transition towards the
Upton Lane leisure route on the west and Upton
Country Park to the south.
• The development will retain the blocks structure
and semi-detached and detached homes will be
introduced.
• Parts of the area will have the capacity for imposing
‘villa’ dwellings fronting the park or major routes.
• A broader variety of boundary treatments and the
potential for direct vehicular access to dwellings will
create a very different character to other parts of
Upton, contributing to the diversity of urban forms
that make-up this sustainable urban extension.

Figure 5.5: Illustrative view of Neighbourhood Edge and SUDS.
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Location Plan: Neighbourhood Edge

Traditional local vernacular

Contemporary villa design

Villa design corner location

Semi-detached ECO-dwellings
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6.0
STREET TYPES
6.0
6.1

STREET NETWORK

As part of the overall public realm network, the street
hierarchy for Upton is set out in this section. This chapter
is structured into four main sub-sections, namely:
•
•
•
•

Street
Street
Street
Street

types;
materials;
planting; and
furniture.

Also included in this section are design parameters for
the Central Courtyards, which are not strictly streets but
fall within the perimeter blocks. It is therefore appropriate
to consider the quality and character of these spaces
ensuring the palette of materials is complementary to
the Street Types.
For on-street and private parking provisions, refer to
Figures 6.19 - 6.22 in this section and Chapter 7 Block
Principles. Developers should also refer to Standard
Information for detailed requirements on parking
strategy within Upton.
Each street type is illustrated by a series of annotated
diagrams laid out in the following pages. These are
accompanied by Street Specification Tables (Figures
6.19 - 6.22) where the mandatory street design
requirements are set out. These requirements cover the
following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design limits and Street dimensions;
Public transport and parking provision;
Street design details including roundabouts;
Statutory services and drainage;
Courtyard access;
Materials; and
Trees.

The primary objective in setting out these design
requirements is to achieve a high quality, attractive,
clutter-free and safe public realm environment (signage
and street furniture is to be discrete and appropriately
used).
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Street Types
Figure 6.1 illustrates the determined street hierarchy
within Upton. There are 7 different street types which
have been listed below in the order of hierarchical
importance:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Urban Boulevard (Weedon Road);
Main Street (High Street);
Streets;
Streets with SUDS;
Lanes;
Mews; and
Central Courtyards.

Urban Boulevard
For detailed description on the role of Weedon Road and
the context it serves, refer to ‘Urban Boulevard’ under
Chapter 5 Character Areas.
Weedon Road will be treated as an Urban Boulevard
and it will:
• Continue to have two vehicular lanes in each
direction;
• Have bus priority measures and additional right hand
turn lanes where required;
• Facilitate vehicular turnings onto Main Street by
introducing a signal controlled junction; and
• Provide pedestrian, cycle and horse crossings to connect
communities north and south of Weedon Road.
A slip lane will be built to allow vehicular access to the
mixed use frontage on the southern side of Weedon
Road. Proposals for an additional slip lane on the north
side of Weedon Road are being explored.
EP is responsible for designing and constructing the
road infrastructure directly related to Weedon Road. For
further details the developers should refer to Section
14.2 Advance Infrastructure by EP within Chapter 14
Implementation.

03-2005

Figure 6.1: Street Network: hierarchy and types
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6.0
Main Street (High Street)
Main Street is the principal north-south route through
Upton. It forms the movement spine within the new
community.
A western arm of Main Street will run along the southern
edge of Ashby Wood. This will form the key vehicular
route towards the future Upton Park development to
the west of Upton and must therefore be designed
to the same public realm, engineering and highway
standards as the rest of Main Street. Dwellings fronting
this western arm of Main Street will not have flexible
frontages. (Refer to Chapter 9 for requirements on
‘flexible frantage’.)

• Initially, three bus stops will be accommodated along
Main Street, at the north near Weedon Road, at Upton
Square, and to the south, near the Interpretation
Centre. These are to be well lit, accessible, attractive
and safe. For the management of Upton, refer to
Chapter 14 Implementation of this document.
Design of Main Street
Whilst the carriageway of Main Street will be constructed
by EP as part of the advance infrastructure works,
developer teams will complete the street public realm
specification as outlined in this code.
Main Street is illustrated under four situations:

Figures 6.19 - 6.22 on page 50 - 57 summarise the
specification and character of Main Street. These
tables should be read in conjunction with the Standard
Design for Main Street drawings and cross-sections in
Figures 6.2 to 6.4.

• Figure 6.2 illustrates a T-junction between Main
Street and another ‘Street’;

The carriageway of Main Street will be designed and
constructed by EP. The characteristics of Main Street
are as follows:

• Figure 6.4 illustrates Main Street with one-sided
development. This applies specifically to the western
arm of Main Street extending along the southern
edge of Ashby Wood; and

• Main Street will be fronted by flexible buildings
designed to enable conversion at the ground floor
level from residential to retail, office or community
services as required to meet future needs and respond
to market opportunities;

• Figure 6.3 illustrates a ‘closed’ cross-road situation
where Main Street meets other ‘Streets’;

• Figure 6.5 illustrates a Main Street roundabout where
specific highway requirements are set out.

• Where Main Street meets Weedon Road is a local
centre where elements of retail, commercial and / or
community uses will be located;
• The building line, property line, footpath and onstreet parking will have a formal arrangement;
• At the corners of the block, buildings will step forward
to create tighter junctions;
• The street will be lined with trees;
• Several ‘events’ will be celebrated as defining features
at key places along Main Street. These include:
•
•
•
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the new junction at Weedon Road
two circuses
Upton Square
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6.0
4

2
3
5

Tegula block paving 90o to kerb

Street trees to be clear
stemmed to 2.5m set
in simple tree pits. Tree
locations and spacing
to respect highway
sightlines.

1

6

9

7

8
Street trees

Utilities services
corridor.
2m maximum width
within pedestrian
footpath. Refer to
Figures 6.17 and 6.18.

Public realm

x - Refer to street
specification tables on
Pages 50 - 57, Figures
6.19 to 6.22.
Lighting
and tree locations on
these illustrations are
indicative only.

Figure 6.2: Layout principles for T-junction between Main Street and a Street
03-2005

Section A-A
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Mino

6.0

‘Main
Street’

2
3
4

5

Other ‘Streets’
Corner paving detail

Crossroads not
permitted on Main
Street.
Pocket park
opportunity.

6

Highway layout

1

8

9
7

Parking bays broken-up with tree
planting

- Refer to street
specification tables on
Pages 50 - 57, Figures
6.19 to 6.22.
Lighting
and tree locations on
these illustrations are
indicative only.
x

Figure 5.3c main street variation 1 plan bollards to restrict vehicular movement

Section B-B
Refer to Figure 6.2 for Section A-A
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Figure 6.3: Layout principles for ‘closed’ crossroad on Main Street and Streets
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6.0

Blister paving:
Built appropriate to crossing

Street lighting position
is indicative.

7

6

Columns to be spaced
at regular intervals
subject to lighting
standards from
engineers.

1

9

8

Highway lighting

5
2

3
4

- Refer to street
specification tables on
Pages 50 - 57, Figures
6.19 to 6.22.
Lighting
and tree locations on
these illustrations are
indicative only.
x

Section A-A
Figure 6.4: Layout principles for main street facing Ashby Wood
03-2005
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6.0
Roundabouts on Main Street
Highway safety at four-way junctions (roundabouts)
must address all Highways Authority concerns
regarding traffic flows, speeds and safety. Figure
6.5 sets out guidelines for the treatment of these
four-way junctions, allowing vehicular over run
where necessary without increasing junction radii
unnecessarily.

30

High quality pedestrian crossing

Low profile traffic sign

Obelisk as feature on roundabout

Roundabout on site under construction
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6.0

Cycle parking and seating at
appropriate locations

1

8

10

12

7

9

11

6

Street trees to be clear
stemmed to 2.5m set
in simple tree pits. Tree
locations and spacing
to respect highway
sightlines.

x

- Refer to street
specification tables
on Pages 50 - 57,
Figures 6.19 to 6.22.
Lighting and tree
locations on these
illustrations are
indicative only.

Street trees

5
2

4
3

Figure 6.5: Layout principles for Main Street: Roundabout
03-2005
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6.0
Streets
The majority of circulation routes within the
residential areas of Upton will be provided by
Streets. Figures 6.19 - 6.22 on pages 50 - 57
summarise the specification and character of this
street type and should be read in conjunction with
Figures 6.6 and 6.7

1

The design of streets varies according to the
density of the area it is in, and this largely affects
the alignment of kerbs and the distribution of on
street car parking. In summary the three street
conditions will be:
• In the central, most urban parts of Upton,
street design will follow principles set out in
Figure 6.7 maintaining a constant road width
and continuous kerb edge, providing on street
parking on both sides of the street to meet the
requirement for 0.5 spaces per unit for nondedicated parking provision.

8
6

9 7

• Where built density decreases away from the
Main Street, the street design will convey a less
formal character as appropriate at the edges of
the built up area. This will include:
- where density is medium: street road
width is maintained at constant width
but formal on-street parking is on one
side of the street only and is staggered
along its course- refer to Figure 6.6; and
- where density is lowest: the street introduces
a variable kerb alignment and road width
creating a distinctly informal character
toward the very edges of the community.

3
4

5

Section A-A

Figure 6.6: Layout principles for Street at T-junction with another Street
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6.0

On street parking and tree planting

4

3

5

6

8

Cycle parking at appropriate locations

7

4.0m minimum junction
radius where a Street
meets another Street.
6.0m minimum junction
radius where a Street
meets a Main Street

9

1

x - Refer to street
specification tables
on Pages 50 - 57,
Figures 6.19 to 6.22.
Lighting and tree
locations on these
illustrations are
indicative only.

Section A-A

Figure 6.7: Layout principles for Streets at a crossroad
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6.0
Streets with SUDS
The Sustainable Urban Drainage System (SUDS) at
Upton is a fundamental element of the infrastructure
and as such a defining element of its urban form.
Whilst the principles of the SUDS are an essential
landscape resource, there is an important relationship
between the street system and SUDS requiring
particular attention be paid to the orientation of
streets and design integration of the SUDS.
The driving factor governing the layout and design
of streets with SUDS is the requirement to optimise
sunlight onto the SUDS, determining the necessary
relationship between the Street and the SUDS.
Consequently, there are two alternative designs
for streets with SUDS that are directly related to
their functional requirements and as such cannot be
adapted. Refer to Figures 6.8 and 6.9.
SUDS located down the middle of street:
• The broad alignment of these streets lies
approximately north-south. The swales on these
streets must be situated in the centre of the street
in order to maximise exposure to direct sunlight.
In this case the streets are effectively reduced to
a pair of one way streets either side of the SUDS.
Refer to Figure 6.8.
SUDS located at the side of street:
• The broad alignment of these streets lies
approximately east-west. The swales on these
streets must be situated at the north side of the
street to maximise full sunlight. In this case the
SUDS are directly adjacent to a two way street.
Refer to Figure 6.9.
The Streets with SUDS will provide a network of
green ‘fingers’ designed to allow good pedestrian
permeability. A pedestrian crossing over swales
must be provided at maximum intervals of 60m.
These crossings or bridges must be linked up with
pedestrian crossings of the roads so that continuous
and safe pedestrian circulation can be ensured.
Figures 6.19 – 6.22 on Pages 50 - 57 summarise the
specification and character of Streets with SUDS.
Developers must adhere to these overriding technical
requirements for the SUDS.
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6.0
4
3
5
6

1
7
8

9

section A-A

section B-B

Figure 6.8: Layout principles of Streets with SUDS down the middle
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6.0
4
5

3

6

7
8

9

1

section A-A

section C-C

Figure 6.9: Layout principles of Streets with SUDS at the side of the street
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6.0
Lane
On Lanes, home-zone approach is used where vehicles
and pedestrians will share a level surface between
buildings. Different areas within the shared surface,
such as parking, will be demarcated by granite setts. A
consistent street frontage will be established on Lanes,
with the occasional house setback.
Parking: Distinct areas within the lanes will be identified
for car parking, and these will be identified in the ground
in a low-key manner using granite setts. Parking areas
must have no more than 6 spaces in any one group.
Figures 6.19 – 6.22 summarise the specification and
character of Lanes and should be read in conjunction
with Figure 6.10.

13
17

17

16

15

15
14

18

15

13

17

15

x - Refer to street
specification tables
on Pages 50 - 57,
Figures 6.19 to 6.22.
Lighting and tree
locations on these
illustrations are
indicative only.

Figure 6.10: Layout principles for Lanes
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6.0

Mews are designed as a shared level surface, where
pedestrians and cyclists have equal priority with
vehicles. Mews must have building frontages on both
sides of the street.

• Larger mews will be grander in scale with varied
house types and heights. In addition to the parking
standard on smaller mews, these mews will have
intimate shared parking areas providing 6 spaces
maximum. Mews houses on both sides of the street
will overlook this area providing natural policing. This
layout introduces the potential to include a seating
area or children’s play area next to the shared parking
area. – Refer to Figure 6.12.

In addition to the street design criteria outlined here,
refer to Chapter 7, Block Principles, for design codes on
the mews block design.

All mews will allow 2-way traffic movements and
at appropriate intervals a passing space should be
provided.

There are two different approaches to mews design
which influence the form and shape of the mews and
consequently the parking standard to be adopted.

Figures 6.19 – 6.22 summarise the specification and
character of Mews.

Mews
Mews occur where the character is most “urban”, within
the Neighbourhood Spine and Neighbourhood General
Character Areas, and close to the Upton Square.

In summary these are based on their size and scale:
• Smaller mews in linear form: this layout will provide for
on street parking, integral parking to the house or in a
side garage. The only stand alone garages in a mews
will be those that service corner properties. In these
conditions, habitable space is to be provided at upper
levels wherever possible. – Refer to Figure 6.11.

Flexiblity of façade to include different
openings

38

Contemporary interpretation of
traditional mews type
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6.0
Where Mews meet
any Streets (other than
Main Street), distance
between buildings =
4.8m minimum.
Junction radii to be
tested for each case.
Mews entrance dimensions

section C-C

17
13
section B-B

14

18

15
16
section A-A

1

section where mews
joins a street or lane

Figure 6.11: Layout principles for small Mews
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6.0
Where Mews meet
any Streets (other than
Main Street), distance
between buildings =
4.8m minimum.
Junction radii to be
tested for each case.

14

Mews entrance dimensions

16

13
15

section C-C

18
17

section B-B

1

section A-A

Figure 6.12: Layout principles for larger Mews
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6.0
Central Courtyards
Although Central Courtyards will not form part of the
adopted highway, they are an important element of the
movement system and are therefore considered along
with other elements of the street network.
Courtyards occur within the Neighbourhood Spine and
Neighbourhood General Character Areas. They are
to be treated as a semi-public/private space and give
consideration to their use by residents as:
• a threshold space prior to access to rear of properties;
• a communal outdoor space; and
• the location of secure cycle and car parking.

Courtyard design principles
• These spaces must be safe environments that are
policed by natural surveillance from the individual
properties. Avoid creating dead corners that may be
hidden from view due to inappropriate enclosure or
tree planting.

• Small areas of ornamental planting and patches of
lawn area are discouraged. Robust tree planting
should be used with careful emphasis placed on
species selection.
• As courtyards are intended for casual use, no railings
or any vertical boundary treatment will be necessary
or desirable. Bollard use should be kept to a minimum
but if required should refer to Figures 6.21 & 6.22 for
details of the preferred specification.
The arrangement and overall design parameters of Central
Courtyards is considered in this section and in Chapter
7 Block Principles. Figures 6.19 – 6.22 summarise the
specification and character of Central Courtyards and
should be read in conjunction Figure 6.13.
Central Courtyards are to be managed and maintained by
the Upton Management Company and its subsidiaries.

• As part of the SUDS for the development, all courtyards
must incorporate a permeable paving system.
• Priority must be given to pedestrian movement,
specifically with regard to potential informal play
by children, therefore courtyards are to be treated
as shared surfaces. Vehicular manoeuvring must
be taken into consideration. Refer to the sections
on Mews and Lane design for general principles of
shared surfaces.
• Street furniture such as seating, litter bins and dog
bins should be provided at appropriate locations in
association with secure cycle parking. Developers
should refer to Figures 6.19 – 6.22 for specification
requirements on Street Furniture.
• Seating should be orientated towards the open
spaces allowing casual resident users to engage with
courtyard activities. Where possible, seating should
be located to capture sunshine, creating a pleasant
micro-climate under the tree canopy.
Proposed Central Courtyard within Site B (Courtesy of Cornhill Estates &
Fairclough Homes)
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6.0

18

17

14
Intergated planting and parking bays

13

Shared surface Central
Courtyards do not form
part of the adoptable
highway.
Permeable suface
material with drainage
into SUDS.
Central Courtyard

x - Refer to street
specification tables on
Pages 50 - 57, Figures
6.19 to 6.22.
Lighting
and tree locations on
these illustrations are
indicative only.

Figure 6.13: Layout principles for Central Courtyards
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6.0
Street Materials
The clear form of design proposals for the Streets are
prepared to ensure a simple yet innovative approach to
detailed design and the use of high quality materials.
With an economical set of defined elements placed
in an organised structure the streets at Upton follow
a simple logic in their detailing and have a clear and
robust nature. The proposed palette of paving materials
is limited to provide homogeneity and continuity of hard
paved surfaces, appropriate in cost and quality to their
performance requirements, robustness, durability and
maintenance in the long term.
Where possible, established suppliers already used
in the advance infrastructure works by EP should
be considered to provide continuity and reduce the
risk of different materials.All paved surfaces should
be detailed to ensure they provide safe, level pedestrian
surfaces for all.
Figures 6.19 – 6.22 set out the requirements on street
materials. By cross-referencing the item number and
the particular Street Type to the relevant layout
principles Figure 6.2 to 6.13, developers will be able
to identify the specification on street materials for:

03-2005

•

Footway surfacing;

•

Verges and kerbing;

•

Parking zones and Pull-out strip;

•

Carriageway surfacing;

•

Pedestrian crossings;

•

Traffic deflection islands;

•

Mini-roundabouts;

•

Drive over strips; and

•

Shared surfaces.

Footway paving with integrated tree
planting and car parking

High quality street materials

Flush paving detail & drainage channel

On street parking detail using
smaller units & edging

Simple traffic island design

Stainless steel tactile studs in footway
paving where possible

Pre-cast concrete tactile paving
conforms to safety requirements

High quality detailed paving at key
locations as appropriate
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6.0
Street Planting
The use of trees in the public realm is important in
establishing the character of streets and the landscape
framework for Upton. Tree species vary according to
location and function. Recommended street trees have
been defined accordingly and are identified in Figures
6.19 – 6.22. For green open areas and feature trees
the selection of appropriate species has been left more
open to introduce some variation to the palette.

Street trees must have an upright form with a strong
single central leader that is clearly growing up straight.
The tree must have a narrow, fastigiate or columnar
form which is maintained through its mature life. All
trees adjacent to Highways must have a minimum clear
stem of 2.5 metres. All semi-mature trees, especially
street trees, should be staked up to full clear stem height
for at least two years after planting as well as ensuring
their trunks remain hessian wrapped for that time.

Planting location and conditions are critical in tree
selection. In SUDS areas trees must be tolerant
of damper conditions and possibly some seasonal
inundation. Where possible, and along fringe and
natural boundaries, species chosen should reflect the
native and naturalised plant palette.

All trees generally need to be carefully and individually
tagged and selected at the nursery to ensure high
quality material with the best chance of successful
establishment.

The identified species recommended as street trees are
based on proven success, appropriateness of species
and meet with approval of the appropriate highway
authorities.

All trees should be planted into well prepared tree pits
using Urban Tree soil (or similar) if in paved surfaces.
Tree anchors should be used on all semi-mature stock,
especially if adjacent to Highways. Drainage requirements
should be reviewed by an Engineer and provided for all
street trees or trees planted within paved areas.

Figure 6.14: Design principles for tree pit in hard paved surface
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6.0
Figure 6.14 sets out the principles that should
be achieved in the tree pit to ensure successful
planting in paved surfaces. Figure 6.15 sets out the
appropriate details for tree planting in soft green
areas.
Tree grilles should be used appropriately and are only
to be used on Main Street and principal residential
streets. It is very easy to misallocate expanse
between tree grille and size of tree planted. The
preferred treatment is for a compacted sand/gravel
open finish to the tree pit as shown in Figure 6.14.
However where tree grilles must be used the frame
must be flexible to the tree’s future growth and
enable part removal as required. Recommended tree
grille types are identified in this section.

Informal tree surround appropriate to
residential streets

Removable sections to tree grill allow
future growth of tree

Tree surrounds encourages surface
water collection

Opportunity for integrated
highlighting where appropriate

Figure 6.22 illustrates the type of street trees in
relation to street types.

Figure 6.15: Design principles for tree pit in soft green areas
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6.0
Street Furniture
The selection of street furniture must be considered in a
comprehensive manner to ensure that a common language
of elements is maintained across the public realm. Figure
6.16 illustrates the concept of the ‘furniture corridor’ to
be applied generally to the public realm.
The use and placement of street furniture should reflect
the following principles:

• Dog litter bins should be provided at regular intervals
along the green spines and SUDS areas. They should
also be provided at all open spaces such as Upton
Square, Neighbourhood Square, children’s play areas
and courtyards as appropriate.
• Cycle parking should be located near all bus stops and
at key locations such as Upton Square, by the school
and shops, at Weedon Road and within courtyards as
appropriate.

• Ensure it is kept to a necessary minimum;
• Ensure it is robust, high quality and durable; with
hidden/recessed anti-vandal fixings;
• The location of street furniture elements should give
special consideration to the direction of pedestrian
movement especially in maintaining clear unimpeded
access for the elderly, and the visually and mobility
impaired.
• Where possible, signage should be fixed to existing
poles/posts such as lighting columns. Litter bins can
be similarly attached. Overall, signage should be kept
to a minimum and used only as required;
• Public transport elements such as bus shelters and seating
should be arranged within the furniture corridors , in
relation to kerb edges, parking bays and tree planting;
• Selection of material should take reference from the
selections proposed in the Figures 6.19 – 6.22;
• Street furniture for the general public realm should
avoid the use of bespoke items and where possible
established manufacturers and suppliers should be
considered.
Below are some further guidelines to instruct the detailed
design:
• Seating should always be orientated towards the
adjacent open space or major street/movement corridor
if single sided benching. Ensure that seating is perceived
to be ‘safe’ from nearby vehicular traffic.
• Litter bins should be provided near seating and all
bus stops. Along street litter bins must be fixed
to existing poles such as lighting columns where
possible.
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• Bollards must be of solid and robust design especially
where adjacent to vehicular traffic. Use retractable
bollards as appropriate with the relevant Highways
approval. The Geo range of bollards manufactured by
Woodhouse has been specified within the advance
infrastructure contracts for Upton. Unless unavoidable
the same bollards should be used across the public
realm except in Lanes, Mews and Central Courtyards
where timber posts are more appropriate.
Street Lighting
Street lighting has been selected for adopted roads
within Upton as part of the advance infrastructure works
undertaken by EP and there is no scope for change. The
Dover street light is manufactured by DW Windsor and
this product allows for a range of mounting positions
and column heights which can be used at different
conditions subject to providing the correct Highways
lighting requirements.
Any public realm lighting should reflect the general
palette of street furniture, must be sensitively located
respecting ‘furniture corridor’ principles, bear relation to
the Dover column, and ensure there is no conflict with
Highway lighting. Lighting used within the public realm
including courtyards should match the Dover light.
Bus shelters
Bus shelters along the Weedon Road Urban Boulevard
will maintain consistency with the majority of primary
bus routes into Northampton. They are manufactured
by Adshell.
In keeping with the objectives of Upton to create a
high quality public realm, while embracing sustainable
technology, the bus shelters within the Upton site will be
manufactured by JC Decaux and include photo voltaic
panels. Real time information will also be provided.
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6.0

Clearly delineated street trees &
furniture corridor

Dover lighting on site

Street lighting: Dover column

Bus shelter: JC Decaux

At bus stops, shelters
and associated seating
to be within furniture
corridor.

1m
2m
1m

Unobstructed pedestrian movement

Equal distance

Final dimensions may
vary.

Equal distance

Trees to be offset
equidistant from
crossing centre line.

Street Furniture Corridor:
All street furniture to be
located within this zone.
If required, replace flag
paving with setts for
entire corridor width for
easier paving details/
access to fixings.

Figure 6.16: Furniture corridor in relation to pedestrian crossings, bus stops + tree planting.
03-2005
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6.0
Services in the Public Realm
Utility mains, such as gas, electricity, water and
telecommunications will be located within a services
corridor within the adopted highway. Where practicable
this will be installed beneath the footway but in
certain locations will fall beneath the car parking bays.
Developers are encouraged to use a common service
corridor and should adopt an integrated approach to
positioning services, trees, lighting columns and other
street furniture.

Street lighting: Dover column

Recessed pared and aligned inspection
covers

A services strategy has been developed for Upton to
provide advance mains to all sites within the development
along strategic roads, primarily Main Street. Developers
should refer to the Site Constraints drawing for information
regarding the position of these services.

Figure 6.17: Utilities services corridor on Main Street
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6.0
Generally the services trench follows the back of kerb
to the parking bays or roads and must avoid being set
within a pedestrian crossing. A minimum corridor width
of 2m has been established.
All tree pits adjacent to the trench will be lined with antiroot film barrier, at least on the services side if trees are
planted in a trench. If trees are planted in individual pits the
anti-root film can be extended to three sides of the pit.
Where possible recessed and in-filled manhole covers
should be used. All covers and all drainage gullies and
gratings should be aligned to suit to paving pattern
and avoid any unnecessary angled cutting of paving
materials.

Inspection covers
unacceptable detail

Inspection covers
acceptable details

Figure 6.18: Utilities services corridor on Streets generally

03-2005
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Figure 6.19: Mandatory street specification - Highway Design 1

Criteria

Main Street

Street

Streets with SUDS

Speed limit

20 mph

20mph (at entrance)

20mph (at entrance)

Control speed

20mph

20mph (internally)

20mph (internally)

Maximum number of properties
served

Not restricted

Not restricted

Not restricted

Minimum carriageway width
(general)

6.1m

5.5m

SUDS running to side of street
4.8m. SUDS running down
middle of street 3.7m.

Minimum carriageway width (at
entrance to street)

6.1m

5.5m

SUDS running to side of street
4.8m. SUDS running down
middle of street 3.7m.

Footway

2.5m - 4m on both sides.
At junctions 4m

2m - 3m on both sides

2m - 2.5m on both sides

Verge

3.0m on one sided main
street only. Otherwise,
none.

None

None

Plot Boundary Treatment

Refer to chapter 8

Refer to chapter 8

Refer to chapter 8

Privacy Strip

1m at junctions up to
2.5m along Main Street.
Hard surface only.

2m. Hard or soft
surface.

0.6m - 1m. Hard or soft
surface.

Bus route

Yes

No

No

Bus stops

Yes, on street.

No

No

Private parking provision

None

None

None

Visitor parking provision

0.5 space per dwelling
(average across site)

0.5 space per dwelling
(average across site)

0.5 space per dwelling
(average across site)

Bay 2m x 6m

Bay 2m x 6m

Parallel parking only.

Parallel parking only.

On both sides of street.

On both sides of
street..

On both sides of street. No
parking next to SUDS.

Pull out strip

1m both sides for on
street parking

No

No

Splay into parking bay

45 degrees

30 degrees

30 degrees

Maximum number of parallel
bays between trees

3

3

3

Direct vehicular access to
properties

No

Yes Courtyard

Yes Courtyard

Design Limits

6.0

Street dimensions and character

Public Transport

Parking

Bay 2m x 6m
On street parking
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Parallel parking only.
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Lanes

Mews

Central Courtyards

20mph

20mph

10mph

10mph

5-10mph

5-10mph

Not restricted

30

20

Generally 4.8m. However, 6.0m
opposite garages and parking area

Generally 3.7m. However, 6m opposite
garages and parking.

Generally 2.7m. However, 6m
opposite garages and parking.

7.2m between buildings.

6m between buildings off Main Street (for
first 10m). 4.8m for other streets (for first
10m). 3.7m tracked carriageway width.

4.5m between buildings. 2.7m
tracked carriageway width.

N/A (shared surface)

N/A (shared surface)

N/A (shared surface)

None

None

None

Refer to chapter 8

Refer to chapter 8

Refer to chapter 8

2m hard surface in Neighbourhood
General. 2m - 3m hard or soft
surface in Neighbourhood Edge.

0.6m - 1m hard surface only.

0.6m hard surface only.

No

No

No

No

No

No

None

1 space per dwelling (average across site)

1 space per dwelling (average
across site)

0.5 space per dwelling (average
across site)

0.5 space per dwelling (average across
site)

0.5 space per dwelling (average
across site)

Informal parallel parking bay 1.8m
x 5m, perpendicular bay 2.4m x
5m.

Informal parallel parking bay 1.8m x 5m,
perpendicular bay 2.4m x 5m.

No

Parallel and perpendicular parking.

03-2005

6.0

Parallel and perpendicular parking.

No

No

No

30 degrees

N/A

N/A

3

N/A

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes (where possible)
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Figure 6.20: Mandatory street specification - Highway Design 2

Criteria

Main Street

Street

Streets with SUDS

Street design details
Features at 60m - 80m Features at 60m - 80m Features at 60m - 80m
including parking, trees, including parking, trees, including parking, trees, forformal crossings
formal crossings
mal crossings

Traffic calming

6.0

Vehicle swept path to be Refuse and removals vehiaccommodated
cles able to enter and leave
using own side of road
only (assuming 20mph)
Gradients

Refuse and removals vehicles able to enter and leave
using own side of road
only (assuming 20mph)

Refuse and removals vehicles able to enter and leave
using own side of road only
(assuming 20mph)

1:15 maximum. Footway 1:15 maximum. Footway 1:15 maximum. Footway
to follow carriageway
to follow carriageway
to follow carriageway

Minimum forward visibility 33m

33m

33m

Rolling forward visibility

N/A

N/A

N/A

Junction sightlines (x/y)

2.4m / 33m

2.4m / 33m

2.4m / 33m

60m / 30m

60m / 30m

Junction
spacing-same 80m / 40m
side/other side
Junction radii

6m minimum
Street

on

Main 6m minimum at junction 6m minimum at junction
with Main Street, 4m else- with Main Street, 4m miniwhere on Street
mum at junction with Street,
4m minimum elsewhere on
Street with SUDS

Minimum Horizontal Curve N/A
Radius

N/A

20m (measured
from Kerb)

1m

out

Roundabouts
Kerbed Central Island

4m diameter max

N/A

N/A

Run Over Strip

1m min

N/A

N/A

Inscribed Circle

28m min

N/A

N/A

Visibility to Right

Whole Junction

N/A

N/A

2m max width combined
service corridor., at back
of
parking
bay/trees.
Beneath footway (one or
both sides).

2m max width combined
service corridor., at back
of
parking
bay/trees.
Beneath footway (one or
both sides).

2m max width combined
service corridor., at back of
parking bay/trees. Beneath
footway (one or both
sides).

Statutory
drainage

services

Stats services

and

Drainage (excluding storm Drainage below carriage- Drainage below carriage- Drainage
way
way
and capping layer drain- way
age)

below

carriage-

Courtyard Access
Vehicular access to court- No
yards
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Yes

Yes

03-2005

Lanes

Mews

Central Courtyards

Home zone approach (parking bays, Home zone approach (parking bays, Home zone approach (parking bays,
narrow space for vehicles)
narrow space for vehicles)
narrow space for vehicles)
Refuse and removals vehicles able to Refuse and removals vehicles able to Emergency vehicle access only
enter and leave lane at 5mph
enter and leave mews at 5mph

1:15 maximum

1:15 maximum

1:15 maximum

20m

10m

10m

N/A

15m

15m

2.4m / 23m

2.4m / 23m

2.4m / 23m

N/A

N/A

NA

6m minimum at junction with Main
Street, 4m minimum at junction with
Street, 4m minimum at junction with
Street with SUDS, 2m - 4m minimum
elsewhere on Lanes

6m minimum at junction with Main
Street, 4m minimum at junction with
Street, 4m minimum at junction with
Street with SUDS, 2m - 4m minimum
elsewhere on Mews

6m minimum at junction with Main
Street, 4m minimum at junction with
Street, 4m minimum at junction with
Street with SUDS, 2m - 4m minimum
elsewhere on Central courtyards

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

6.0

In demarcated strip in shared sur- In demarcated strip in shared sur- In demarcated strip in shared surface
face
face

03-2005

Drainage below shared surface.

Drainage below shared surface.

Drainage below shared surface.

Yes

No

No
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Figure 6.21: Mandatory street specification - Material Palette

Criteria

Main Street

Street

Silver grey, smooth ground to fine textured - pre-

Natural grey, pre-cast concrete paving

cast concrete conservation flags staggered joint,.

flags, staggered joint,.

variable sizes: 600 x 450mm, 450 x 450mm,

variable sizes: 600 x 450mm, 450 x

300 x 450mm, 63mm depth

450mm, 300 x 450mm, 63mm depth

Materials

1 Footway Surfacing

6.0

Coloured tumbled pre-cast concrete paviors,

2

Pull out Strip

80mm depth. 20mm high granite kerb laid at 90o

N/A

with 1 row granite setts to inside edge
Natural grey tumbled pre-cast concrete

3

Natural grey tumbled, pre-cast concrete paviors,

paviors 80mm depth, with 225-300mm

80mm depth, laid at 90o

exposed granite aggregate pre-cast kerb

Parking Zone

20mm high
225-300 x 200mm square edged

Kerbing

square edged textured granite kerb, 300 x

(between footway & parking)

200mm, 110mm high

Kerbing

square edged textured granite kerb, 300 x

(between parking & carriageway)

200mm, 20mm high

6

Carriageway Surfacing

Black-top

Black-top

7

Rumble Strip

5 rows of 100 x 150-250mm cropped granite

5 rows of 100 x 100-250 mm cropped

setts

granite setts

8

Tactile Paving

pre-cast concrete tactile slab, colour and

pre-cast concrete tactile slab, colour and

specification

specification

9

Pedestrian Crossing

100 x 150-250mm cropped granite setts to mark

100 x 150-250mm cropped granite setts

crossing edge

to mark crossing edge

10 Traffic Deflection Island

Granite setts raised and adomed

N/A

11 Mini Roundabout

Stone plinth

N/A

4

5

exposed granite aggregate pre-cast kerb
110mm high
225-300 x 200mm square edged
exposed granite aggregate pre-cast kerb,
20mm high

Coloured, tumbled pre-cast concrete paviors

12 Drive Over Strip

80mm depth laid radially from centre with 300

N/A

mm width rough textured granite kerb 20 mm high
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13 Shared Surface

N/A

N/A

14 Shared Surface - parking

N/A

N/A

15 Shared Surface - bollards

N/A

N/A

16 Shared Surface - drainage channel

N/A

N/A

17 Shared Surface - adoptable highway

N/A

N/A

18 Shared Surface - privacy strip

N/A

N/A

03-2005

Streets with SUDS

Lanes

Mews

Central Courtyards

refer to 13 below

refer to 13 below

refer to 13 below

Natural grey, pre-cast concrete paving
flags, staggered joint,.
variable sizes: 600 x 450mm, 450 x
450mm, 300 x 450mm, 63mm depth

6.0
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

refer to 14 below

refer to 14 below

refer to 14 below

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

refer to 13 below

refer to 13 below

refer to 13 below

1m wide strip, coloured, tumbled pre-

1m wide strip, coloured, tumbled pre-

1m wide strip, coloured, tumbled pre-

1m wide strip, coloured, tumbled pre-

cast concrete paviors 80 mm thick

cast concrete paviors 80 mm thick

cast concrete paviors 80 mm thick

cast concrete paviors 80 mm thick

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Shared surfaces with coloured

Shared surfaces with coloured

Parking and carriageway shared surface

tumbled pre-cast concrete

tumbled precast paviors, 80mm

with permeable coloured tumbled pre-cast

paviors, 80mm depth, laid at 90o

depth, laid at 90o

concrete paviors, 80mm depth, laid at 90o

Granite setts to mark edges of

Granite setts to mark parking

Granite setts to mark parking bays

parking bays

bays

300 x 300mm hardwood timber

300 x 300mm hardwood timber

300 x 300mm hardwood timber

posts to protect trees and

posts to protect trees and

posts to protect trees and building

building corners

building corners

corners

300mm width pre-cast concrete

300mm width dished pre-cast

300mm width dished pre-cast concrete

paviors, dished and laid parallel to

concrete paviors laid parallel to

paviors laid parallel to carriageway to

carriageway to form drainage channel

carriageway to form drainage channel

form drainage channel as appropriate.

3 rows of granite setts string

3 rows of granite setts string

3 rows of granite setts string

course to mark edge of

course to mark edge of

course to mark edge of adoptable

adoptable highway

adoptable highway

highway

Hard / soft surfacing to privacy

Hard / soft surfacing to privacy

Hard / soft surfacing to privacy

strip (coloured, tumbled pre-cast

strip (coloured, tumbled pre-cast

strip (coloured, tumbled pre-cast

paviors)

paviors)

paviors)

Natural grey tumbled pre-cast
concrete paviors, 80mm depth with
exposed granite aggregate pre-cast
kerb 20mm high.
200 x 225-300 x 200mm exposed
granite, aggregate pre-cast, kerb
20mm high
225-300 x 200mm square edged
exposed granite aggregate pre-cast kerb,
20mm high. Note: 125mm kerb laid
flush between carriageway and SUDS

Black top or natural grey tumbled
pre-cast paviors 80 mm depth

pre-cast concrete tactile slab,
colour and specification
100 x 150-250mm cropped granite
setts to mark crossing edge

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

03-2005

N/A

N/A
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Figure 6.22: Mandatory street specification - Street furniture & street planting

Criteria

Main Street

Street

Streets with SUDS

Street Furniture
Street Lighting
Dover range:

6.0

DW Windsor
(manufacturer)

Street Furniture
This selection is
indicative only.
Use previous suppliers and ranges
where possible
for a unified public realm.

Key material palette: stainless steel, timber, black paint finish to all furniture.

Trees
Street Trees

Acer platanoides columnare

- clear stem to
2.5m minimum

- clear stem to
2.5m minimum
near
vehicular
movement
- even crowned,
upright form
- limited spaces:
narrow crowned
trees

Quercus robur fastigiata

or similar/appropriate and approved

or similar/appropriate and approved

Acer spp.

Acer spp.

Acer spp.

Platanus acerifolia

Carpinus betulus ‘Frans
Fontaine’

Betula spp.

Pyrus calleryana ‘Chanticleer’
Quercus spp.
Sorbus aria
Sorbus aucuparia
or similar/appropriate and approved

Platanus acerifolia
Pyrus calleryana ‘Chanticleer’
Quercus spp.
Sorbus aria
Sorbus aucuparia
or similar/appropriate and approved

SUDS Area (Soft)
- clear stem to
2.5m minimum
near
vehicular
movement
- even crowned,
upright form
- tolerant of
seasonal inundation
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Pyrus calleryana ‘Chanticleer’

Quercus robur fastigiata

- narrow, columnar
or fastigiate form
Feature Trees

Acer platanoides columnare

refer to Street with SUDS

refer to Street with SUDS

Carpinus betulus ‘Frans Fontaine’
Fraxinus spp.
Platanus acerifolia
Quercus spp.
Sorbus aria
Sorbus aucuparia
or similar/appropriate and approved
Alnus cordata
Betula spp
Corylus colurna
Fraxinus spp.
Populus spp.
Prunus spp.
Quercus spp.
or similar/appropriate and approved

03-2005

Lanes

Mews

Central Courtyards

Where possible,
street lighting
should be mounted on buildings
to create a less
cluttered public
realm.

Where possible,
street lighting
should be mounted on buildings
to create a less
cluttered public
realm.

6.0

Malus tschinoskii

Pyrus communis ‘Beech Hill’

Sorbus aria

or similar/appropriate and approved

refer to feature trees below

Sorbus aucuparia
or similar/appropriate and approved
Malus spp.

Malus spp.

Acer platanoides

Prunus spp.

Prunus spp.

Acer grieum

Sorbus spp.

Sorbus spp.

Carpinus betulus ‘Frans Fontaine’

or similar/appropriate and approved

or similar/appropriate and approved

Fagus sylvatica
Fagus sylvatica ‘Purpurea’
Malus tschinoskii
Prunus spp.
Quercus spp.
or similar/appropriate and approved

N/A

03-2005

N/A

N/A
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7.0
BLOCK PRINCIPLES
7.0
7.1

PERIMETER BLOCKS

Upton is based upon a perimeter block urban structure.
Perimeter blocks allow a clear distinction between public
fronts and private backs. Public and private spaces
will be clearly defined and informal surveillance on the
public realm is encouraged.
This section sets out the design principles for blocks
including the boundary treatments applicable around
and inside the perimeter blocks.
Detailed requirements on block parking and servicing
requirements are addressed in the latter part of the
chapter, including:
• Utilities;
• Sub-station (if applicable);
• Refuse and recycling; and
• Cycle storage
The block principles are structured in accordance with
the Character Areas illustrated in Figure 7.1.

7.2

BLOCK TYPES

Neighbourhood Spine & Neighbourhood General
There are two types of blocks within these two character
areas which form the urban core of Upton.
Central Courtyard Block
• These blocks will be formed predominantly by
townhouses and apartments which front onto the
streets.
• Each block will have a communal courtyard at the
rear providing secure private parking and open space
for residents.
Mews Block
• These are larger urban blocks where mews are
incorporated to provide circulation between 2 or
more central courtyard blocks as described above.
• Mews will be defined by mews houses on both sides;
townhouses and apartments will front other street
types on the remaining block frontages.
• Mews will be designed as a shared surface
where pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles have
equal priority. Refer to Chapter 6 Street Types
for design specification for mews.
• Parking for mews houses will be accommodated
along the mews or within integral garages.
Neighbourhood Edge
Neighbourhood Edge blocks are exclusively located
within the Neighbourhood Edge Character Area.
• These blocks will be formed predominantly by
detached and semi-detached housing with private
driveways and rear accessed garages.
• The perimeter block structure is retained but
development will be less intense with deeper set
backs from footway and softer plot boundary
treatment.
• The blocks will create a transition between the urban
core of Upton towards Upton Country Park edge and
Upton Lane.
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Figure 7.1 Block types
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7.0

7.3

BLOCK PRINCIPLES

• The block layout set out in Figure 7.1 establishes the
urban form of Upton and must be followed.
• The perimeter block form must be respected. There
is some room for flexibility with respect to their
precise dimensions and boundaries.
• Blocks cannot be combined to create larger blocks.
• The street hierarchy as set out in Chapter 6 must be
respected. Street types cannot be changed.
Central Courtyard Perimeter Blocks
Figure 7.3 illustrates the character of a central courtyard
perimeter block, with annotations referred below:

Figure 7.2 Central Courtyard block-plan

1
1 Increased height to mark corner
2 Access to central courtyard

2

Figure 7.4 Central Courtyard Block-Elevation

2

7
Roofscape and boundary consistency,
garage entrances accommodated in
façade composition

Access constrained within façade
proportions

8

1
3

5
6

Consistent building line

60

Fenestration and entrances develop a
rhythm along façade

4

Figure 7.3 Central Courtyard block-axonmetric
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7.0
1 Continuous street frontages
• Main Street: at least 95% of street frontage of any single
block will be defined by building fronts; the remaining
5% will comprise garden wall or block access.

8 Residents’ & Visitors’ Parking
• 1 dedicated resident’s parking space per dwelling
will be situated within the secured courtyard or in a
garage within the boundaries of the back garden.

• All other Streets: at least 80% of street frontages of
any single block will be defined by building fronts;
the remaining 20% will comprise garden wall.

• 0.5 non-dedicated parking space per dwelling unit
will be provided on street for visitors.

2 Consistent building line
• Along any single block frontage, 80% of properties
must have the same set back distance from property
line.
3 Frequency of doors and windows
• A regular rhythm of doors and windows must animate
the street edges; avoid windowless elevations and
blank walls adjacent to publicly accessible areas.
4 Flexible ground floor use on Main Street
• Main Street buildings must be designed to allow for
conversion of uses: residential / retail or community,
at the ground floor level (see Chapter 9 Building
Types and Uses).
5 Highlight block corners
• Corners should be highlighted, for example by
architectural feature, a punctuated roofline or use of
colour.
6 Apartments at block corners
• Apartments should be situated at the block corners to
ensure both streets will be addressed, except where
the corner meets a mews.
7
•
•
•

Central Courtyards
No courtyards will be accessed from the Mews.
No courtyards will be accessed from Main Street.
Each courtyard must provide secured private parking
for residents and rear access to homes.
• No courtyard access will service more than 20 homes.
(See Chapter 6 for Central Courtyard specification)
• Courtyards must be considered as pieces of holistic
public realm that accommodate parking facilities.
Courtyard design must avoid a mono-function
parking lot solution solely to accommodate vehicular
movement.
• Courtyards must be designed as a social focus for the
block community to meet and for children to play.
8
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• In total, a maximum of 1.5 parking spaces per
dwelling unit on average will be provided. (Refer to
Section 4.2.2 of Standard Information for details)
• This threshold will be applied as an average on a
site by site basis. Individual units may have a lower
or higher provision, but the total number of spaces
& the split of dedicated / non-dedicated must not
exceed 1.5 spaces per unit across the site.
• The developer must refer to Section 4.2 Parking
Standards of the Standard Information which forms
part of the Developer’s Package.
9 Provision for cycle parking
• At least two secured cycle parking spaces per
dwelling unit will be provided.
• Additional cycle storage should be provided to
reflect larger dwelling size; for example, a 3 bedroom
apartment may require up to three cycle storage
spaces.
• Garages, where provided, will be designed to
accommodate a vehicle and cycle parking.
• Where there is no garage, the following storage
options will be acceptable:
• cycle parking within the house or apartment block;
• within the rear garden area, or
• within courtyard in a secured location sheltered
from the weather.
10 Provision for electrical car sharing
• At least one external electrical socket must be
supplied for each house to allow for electric car
hook-up. For apartment blocks a communal hook up
point must be installed, the supply for which must
be metered independently to any of the dwellings.
• This provision is intended to encourage individuals
to invest in dual fuel or electric cars and will enable
the management company to set up an electric car
sharing club or similar initiative.
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7.0

Vehicular access

Car parking around courtyard periphery

Barrier to vehicular movement - no connections between zones
Sub-division to limit number of vehicles per courtyard access point
Fig 7.5 Principles for car parking and vehicular movement within Central Courtyards

Feature trees - ensure no obstruction to natural surveillance of courtyard
Communal pocket park area, including childrens play / informal seating & shared facilities
Shared surface : equal priority for cars, pedestrians and cyclists
Fig 7.6 Principles for public realm within Central Courtyards
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Mews Block
For Mews blocks illustrated and annotated in Figure 7.8,
all of the Central Courtyard block codes above apply. In
addition, the following codes apply.

3 Mews entrances
• Where the Mews meets a Street, the garage
associated with the corner house may front on to the
mews.

1 Continuous street frontages
• There must be two sided development along as much
of the mews as possible.

• If the garage is a stand-alone structure, a flat or live/
work space on the first floor will be required.

• Mews should be defined by building fronts along as
much of the mews as possible.
2 Residents’ & Visitors’ Parking
• A maximum of 1.5 parking spaces will be provided
per unit.
• The following parking options will be acceptable for
mews houses:
• one dedicated on-street parking space per unit in
front of the mews house or
• one integral garage per unit with habitable
accommodation on the first floor or
• a dedicated pool of parking visible from the
mews houses.

7.0

• The side elevations of the corner units should
incorporate windows, bay windows or balconies to
offer a degree of informal surveillance over mews
entrances.
• The length of the rear garden associated with the
corner house should be optimised to avoid excessive
length of inactive frontage onto mews entrances.
4 Central courtyards access
• Access to the Central Courtyards, which provides the
parking for terraces and apartments on the block’s
other frontages, will not be permitted from the mews.

• In addition, 0.5 non-dedicated parking spaces must be
provided within the public realm as visitors’ parking.

1
2
4

3

Figure 7.8 Mews Block-axonmetric

Figure 7.7 Mews Block-plan

1. Corner home at Mews
entrance

1

3

2

2. Habitable room above
garage of corner house
3. Integral garage

Figure 7.9 Mews Elevation
03-2005
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7.0
Neighbourhood Edge Block
As illustrated in Figure 7.10a & 7.10b, the
Neighbourhood Edge block can be modified to suit
two different street conditions:
• On Main Street
• On all other street types
On Main Street:
• Where Neighbourhood Edge Blocks are bounded by
Main Street, access to parking must be from the rear
or side of plots.
• Vehicular access to individual properties is not
permitted on Main Street.
• A second rear alley shared by a number of dwellings to
provide garage access is acceptable in Neighbourhood
Edge Character Area.
On all other street types:
• Direct vehicular access to garage from Street, Street
with SUDS and Lane is permitted.

The following block design principles apply to all blocks
in the Neighbourhood Edge Character Area as illustrated
& annotated in Figure 7.10 to 7.12.
1 Street frontages
• Blocks will be edged by semi-detached and detached
housing on larger plots compared to those in other
character areas.
2 Consistent building line
• Distance of building set back as set out in Chapter 8
Boundary Treatment.
3 Frequency of doors and windows
• Doors and windows must be carefully positioned to
provide animation and informal surveillance on all
street frontages.
4 Highlight block corners
• Corners, should be highlighted, by architectural
features, a punctuated roofline or by orientating the
front elevation at 45 degrees to the corner.
5 Residents’ and visitors’ parking
• A single garage or parking space will be provided on
plot where accessed from the street it will be set back
significantly from the primary building frontage.
• Under no circumstances will a garage be situated:
• on the same plane as the front of the dwelling
• in front of the dwelling
• present a blank elevation to any street
• For garages that are connected to the home, living
accommodation must be provided above with
windows overlooking the street.
• A further 0.5 visitor parking spaces per house will be
provided on street.
6 Provision for cycle parking
• Where a garage is provided, it will be designed to
accommodate a cycle store for at least two cycles. If
no garage is provided, accommodation will be made
for cycle storage in the house or secured storage
within the plot.
• Additional bike storage spaces should be provided for
larger properties. For example, a 3 bedroom dwelling
may require up to 3 bike storage spaces.
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7.0
Figure 7.10a: Neighbourhood Edge
Block - on Main Street

Detached villas in larger well
defined plots

Blockend/corner houses address
both axes

Figure 7.10b: Neighbourhood Edge
Block - on other street types

5

2

3
6
1

4

Figure 7.11 Neighbourhood Edge Block-axonmetric

1 Accommodation above garage

1

2 Garage must be set back from
building line of main house

2

Figure 7.12 Neighbour Edge Block - Elevation from Streets
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7.0
7.2

UTILITIES

The following requirements on block servicing must be
observed for all block types.
The design of utilities must be integral to the development
so as not to visually impact the environment. More
detailed information and requirements respecting
servicing will be found in the development briefs.
However, there is a series of principles that must be
considered in the design of all street blocks:
1 Developers must incorporate services within the
common service zone as identified in Figures 6.19
in Chapter 6 and the Site Constraints drawing.
Individual developments will need to respond
particularly to the advance service infrastructure and
to the servicing of surrounding development sites.
2 Utility boxes will be hidden within the entrances
of individual houses depending upon the Block and
Building Type. Utilities boxes must not be visible
from any public street elevation.
The electricity provider (Central Networks) has agreed to
an internal meter location, therefore avoiding installation
of unsightly meter boxes.

7.3

SUB STATION

Where a sub-station is required, the following guidance
must be observed. In addition, the Developer should
refer to the drawing titled ‘Building Details of Brick
Enclosure’ (Drg. M9817/002) to be provided by EP for
detailed dimensional and construction requirement.

4 If the sub-station building is set back from the
carriageway, a ‘cable easement zone’ covering the
distance from kerb edge to sub-station itself will
be necessary. Exact width and arrangement to be
agreed with the Project Team.
5 The sub-station building must be designed to
integrate with the surrounding development in terms
of materials, scale and architecture.

7.4

REFUSE & MATERIALS RECYCLING

The storage and collection of refuse and materials recycling
must also be carefully considered in the design of street
blocks at Upton. It is anticipated that the management
company for Upton will manage a recycling programme
for the community. Northampton Borough Council is also
developing a borough-wide approach to materials for
recycling and it is intended that the Upton scheme will be
complementary with this approach.
1 The design of materials recycling and waste storage
facilities as part of block designs needs to be flexible
to accommodate changing priorities, technologies
and the extent of the recycling programme.
2 For apartments, provision will be made on the ground
floor of the building to store the equivalent of 1.5
refuse bins per dwelling for recycling materials and
waste. The facility will be an integral part of the
building, out of public view and accessible by
refuse collectors from the street, an example

1 The sub-station should be accommodated in a
building separate from any residential units.
2 The sub-station building must be of brick or other
masonry construction to be constructed on a 4m x
4m concrete slab as required by Central Networks.
3 To enable regular maintenance, the sub-station
building must be fitted with a double door that fronts
directly onto a public vehicular access.

Figure 7.13: Example of siting of sub-station in
relation to highway and dwellings
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7.0
is shown in Figure 7.14. In-home or on-plot
storage will also be provided for small scale and
temporary collection.
3 For all homes with gardens, well designed refuse
storage and materials recycling facilities will be
provided in covered areas capable of accommodating
three refuse bins (one with general waste and two
further for sorted materials for recycling collection).
Moving the waste and recycling material to the public
footpath will be the responsibility of the occupiers and
this should be considered in design of the provision
and access to the street.
4 Requirements for commercial recycling facilities and
those for community buildings will be outlined in
Development Briefs. Any special requirements should
be discussed with the project team as part of the design
process. Non-residential recycling of waste collection
must not be mixed with residential collection.
5 In all situations, refuse and materials recycling collection
facilities (whether residential or commercial) will be
protected from the weather and be designed as an
integral part of the built form of development proposals.
There should be no adverse impact on the public realm of
recycling and refuse facilities.
6 The use of materials and overall design of storage
should be complementary with that of the built
development proposal.

secured
central courtyard

refuse &
recycling
provision
apartments
utility
boxes

semi-detached

Figure 7.14: Appropriate location for utilities and refuse
facilities in apartment blocks.
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semi-detached

Figure 7.15: Appropriate location for refuse and materials
recycling in detached and semi detached houses.
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8.0
BOUNDARY TREATMENTS
8.0

8.1

BOUNDARY TREATMENTS

Boundary treatments provide the transition and define
the relationship between the public and private realms.
The set-back area between the property line and the
building line is referred to as the ‘privacy strip’. In
Chapter 6 Street Types, the widths and dimensions
of the privacy strips have been specified in relation to
various street types. To achieve a unified and cohesive
environment, specific boundary codes have been drawn
up in this chapter to provide guidance on the design of
these boundaries.
As illustrated below on Figure 8.1, there are three
types of boundary conditions in Upton. This chapter is
structured according to these three categories:

Front Boundaries
Figures 8.2 – 8.14 illustrate the boundary
coding with reference to Character Areas and
Street Types. Boundary Coding consists of three
categories:
• P rivacy Stri p – the extent of set back of
building line from property line and the
landscape treatment within this area.
• E ncroachment – the extent of projection (e.g.
bay windows, balconies and awnings) from
the prevailing building line.
• B oundar y Treatment – height of railing, fence,
hedge or wall that demarcates the property
line and the materials to be used.

• Front boundary, where buildings front onto Streets
• Rear boundary, where properties have a boundary or
shared access to secure Central Courtyards
• Side boundary, where two properties meet and where
corner properties edge the street.

Rear boundary

Side boundary

Front boundary

Privacy strip and boundary treatments
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Figure 8.1 Summary of boundary types
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8.0
Figure 8.2: Front Boundary in Neighbourhood Spine
CHARACTER AREAS

BOUNDARY
CODING

SUDS
STREET

MAIN STREET

STREET

LANE

MEWS

Dimension

1m at junctions 2.5m
otherwise

2m

N/A

N/A

0.6-1m

Materials

Hard landscape;
paving materials should
be complementary to
public realm

Hard or soft landscape;
materials should be
complementary to
public realm

N/A

N/A

Granite setts

At Junctions

N/A

Max. 1m

N/A

N/A

N/A

Otherwise

Max. 1.5m

Max. 1m

N/A

N/A

N/A

PRIVACY STRIP

ENCROACHMENT
NEIGHBOURHOOD SPINE

BOUNDARY TREATMENT

Figure 8.3
Front Boundary - Main Street

Front boundary Main Street

03-2005

Height

0.9m - 1.1m

0.9m - 1.1m

N/A

N/A

N/A

Materials

Wrought iron railing
(stone or rendered
upstand is permitted)

Wrought iron railing
(stone or rendered
upstand is permitted)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Figure 8.4
Front Boundary - Street

Figure 8.5
Front Boundary - Lane

Figure 8.6
Front Boundary - Mews

Front Boundary Street

Front Boundary Lane

Front boundary Mews
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8.0

Figure 8.7: Front Boundary - Neighbourhood General
CHARACTER AREAS

BOUNDARY
CODING

MAIN
STREET

STREET

STREET WITH
SUDS

LANE

MEWS

N/A

2m

0.6-1m

2m

0.6-1m

N/A

1. Hard landscape;
materials should be
complementary to
public realm

1. Hard landscape;
materials should be
complementary to
public realm

2. Soft landscape;
gravel or planting
in soil pockets

2. Soft landscape;
gravel or planting
in soil pockets

Hard landscape;
materials should be
complementary to
public realm

Hard landscape
materials should
match mews
shared surface
with granite setts
to define property
line

PRIVACY STRIP
Dimension

Materials

NEIGHBOURHOOD
GENERAL

ENCROACHMENT
At Junctions

N/A

Max. 1m

N/A

Max. 1m

N/A

On straight
edges

N/A

Max. 1m

N/A

Max. 1m

N/A

BOUNDARY TREATMENT
Height

N/A

0.9m - 1.1m

0.9m - 1.1m

0.9m - 1.1m

N/A

Materials

N/A

Wrought iron
railing (stone or
rendered upstand
is permitted)

Wrought iron
railing or stone

Wrought iron
railing or wall

N/A

Figure 8.8: Front Boundary - Neighbourhood Edge
CHARACTER AREAS

BOUNDARY
CODING

MAIN STREET

STREET

STREET WITH
SUDS

LANE

N/A

2-3m

N/A

N/A

1. Hard landscape; materials
should be complementary to
public realm

N/A

MEWS

PRIVACY STRIP
Dimension

Materials

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

2. Soft landscape; gravel or
planting in soil pockets
ENCROACHMENT
NEIGHBOURHOOD EDGE

At Junctions

N/A

N/A

On straight
edges

N/A

Max. 1m

N/A

N/A

Max. 1m

N/A

BOUNDARY TREATMENT
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Height

N/A

N/A

N/A

0.9m - 1.1m

N/A

Materials

N/A

N/A

N/A

Predominantly stone or
brick wall with a max.
20% of any single street
frontage to be defined by
hedging

N/A

03-2005

Figure 8.9: Side Boundaries - All Character Areas

8.0

CHARACTER AREAS

BOUNDARY
CODING

SIDE BOUNDARY
FACING STREET

SIDE BOUNDARIES
BETWEEN PROPERTIES

SIDE BOUNDARY
FACING STREET

SIDE BOUNDARIES
BETWEEN PROPERTIES

BOUNDARY TREATMENT
Height

Max. 2.1m

Max. 2.1m

N/A

N/A

Visual
Permeability

Solid material
throughout to provide
privacy within the rear
gardens

The top 0.6m of
wall must be visually
permeable at back half
of garden

N/A

N/A

1. Walls to be constructed of stone or one-brick
thick; half-brick wall should be buttressed by
piers at regular intervals
2. Random rubble stone walls particularly
common in Northampton could be used following
traditional methods of construction and material
choice
3. Masonry brick built and rendered walls will be
capped with stone coping
4. Garden gates and pergola piers will be no less
than 450mmm wide. Gates shall be of painted
timber mild steel or wrought iron
5. Wooden fences providing privacy between
adjacent gardens cannot be constructed of
woven panels. Timber palisade fencing may
only be used to separate adjacent domestic rear
gardens.
6. Generally, garden and boundary walls on
sloping sites should be built in running courses;
over 5m; or with sloping courses on shorter
lengths. Stepping wall should be avoided.

N/A

N/A

MATERIALS

NEIGHBOURHOOD
SPINE

NEIGHBOURHOOD
GENERAL

BOUNDARY TREATMENT

Height

N/A

N/A

2.1m; length of wall
will only extend the
length of the back
garden and will not
extend along the side of
the houses.

Visual
Permeability

N/A

N/A

Solid material
throughout to provide
privacy within the rear
gardens

N/A

1. Walls to be constructed of stone or one-brick
thick; half-brick wall should be buttressed by
piers at regular intervals
2. Random rubble stone walls particularly
common in Northampton could be used following
traditional methods of construction and material
choice
3. Masonry brick built and rendered walls will be
capped with stone coping
4. Garden gates and pergola piers will be no less
than 450mmm wide. Gates shall be of painted
timber mild steel or wrought iron
5. Wooden fences providing privacy between
adjacent gardens cannot be constructed of
woven panels. Timber palisade fencing may
only be used to separate adjacent domestic rear
gardens.
6. Generally, garden and boundary walls on
sloping sites should be built in running courses;
over 5m; or with sloping courses on shorter
lengths. Stepping wall should be avoided.

Max. 2.1m

The top 0.6m of
wall must be visually
permeable at back half
of garden

MATERIALS

NEIGHBOURHOOD
EDGE

N/A

03-2005
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8.0
Figure 8.10: Rear Boundaries - All Character Areas

CHARACTER
AREAS

BOUNDARY
CODING

CENTRAL
COURTYARDS

BACK TO BACK REAR
GARDENS

BACK TO BACK GARDEN
WITH VEHICULAR ACCESS

BOUNDARY TREATMENT

NEIGHBOURHOOD SPINE

Height

Max. 2.1m

N/A

N/A

Visual Permeability

The top 0.6m must comprise
visually permeable materials
to assist surveillance of
central courtyard

N/A

N/A

PEDESTRIAN ACCESS
Layout

All homes must have
direct pedestrian access to
courtyard

N/A

N/A

Footway

0.6m wide shared surface
footway to be demarcated
by hard landscape along the
rear boundary

N/A

N/A

NEIGHBOURHOOD GENERAL

BOUNDARY TREATMENT
Height

N/A

Max. 2.1m

Max. 2.1m

Visual Permeability

N/A

Solid material throughout to
provide privacy within the
rear garden

The top 0.6m must comprise
visually permeable materials
to assist surveillance of rear
access

Layout

N/A

No rear pedestrian access/
/alleyway is permissible

All homes must have direct
pedestrian access to rear

Footway

N/A

N/A

As part of shared surface

N/A

N/A

All homes must have direct
vehicular access to rear

PEDESTRIAN ACCESS

VEHICULAR ACCESS

NEIGHBOURHOOD EDGE
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Figure 8.11: Rear Boundary - Central Courtyard Block

Figure 8.12: Rear Boundary - Neighbourhood Edge Block (on streets other than Main Street)

Figure 8.13: Rear Boundary - Neighbourhood Edge Block (on Main Street)

Figure 8.14: Side Boundary facing street
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9.0
BUILDING TYPES AND USE
9.1

BUILDING TYPES AND CHARACTER AREAS

9.3

To create a legible place with an appropriate urban
hierarchy, the choice of built form and building types
must reinforce the street hierarchy and character areas
which have been established in earlier chapters.
Residential density varies from one building type to
another: a block comprising villa-pavilions within larger
plots yields a lower density than a 3-storey apartment
block located at the street corner.
In Upton, therefore, certain building types have been
specified in different Character Areas to allow a coherent
urban hierarchy and transition of densities across the
site, to emerge over time. The density of Upton varies
from the most intense areas of Weedon Road and along
the Neighbourhood Spine to the least intense areas of
the Neighbourhood Edge.

9.2

MIX OF USES

To create a vibrant urban core within Upton, a variety of
ground floor uses should be encouraged along Main Street.
Buildings fronting Main Street, within the Neighbournood
Spine must be designed with ‘flexible frontages’ to enable
material change of uses to be considered by the local
authority over time to respond to market opportunities.
Flexibility can be created by:
• Introducing higher floor to floor heights (3.6-3.9m)
on ground floor;
• Selecting a construction technique that allows easy
and efficient modifications to the layout;
• Configuring internal circulation to allow potential
future access to upper floors to be independent of
ground floor access; and
• Ensuring the design of floor joists and load bearing
structures allows for future conversions.

Semi-Detached
House

Town Houses

Mews House

Apartments

Mixed Use
Buildings

Weedon Road

School

For more information on house types refer to Chapter 3
– The Northampton Context.

Detached House

DWELLING TYPE

Figures 9.1 and 9.2 summarise the building types
permissible within each character area. Specific
requirements for individual plots and the provision of
affordable housing will be detailed in the Site Specific
Development Briefs.

FLEXIBLE FRONTAGE AND CHANGE OF USES

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

Uses

9.0

CHARACTER AREA
Urban Boulevard

Office, live work, housing,
shops, pub/restaurants,
community facilities

Neighbourhood Spine

Housing, local shops,
community facilities,
school

Neighbourhood General

Housing

Neighbourhood Edge

Housing

Figure 9.2: Relationship between character areas and building types and uses
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Figure 9.1: Building Use and Types
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10.0
BUILDING HEIGHTS
10.0
10.1

INTRODUCTION

As formative elements of the public realm, the height
of buildings must reinforce the street and character
hierarchy already established in earlier chapters. By
varying building heights at key locations, particularly at
corners and landmark locations, a rich and legible urban
form will be created at Upton.
Building heights have been specified for the different
Character Areas as illustrated in Figure 10.1.

Figure 10.2: Increased building height and roofline distinction can
be used to frame public spaces and terminate view corridors.
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10.2

DEFINING PUBLIC SPACES

Around public spaces such as the Upton Square and the
Upton Country Park, higher building heights are specified
to provide visual definition to the open spaces and to
allow building occupants to overlook them, providing
informal surveillance.
Visual axes – within the Upton public realm and street
network, there are opportunities to align visual axes by
unique architectural features to create a sense of place.
For example, an additional storey or punctuated roofline
may be introduced as the terminus of a view corridor
for greater visual interest and to create a landmark,
particularly where identified on the Figure 10.1 Building
Heights.

Figure 10.3: Facade and roofline to public spaces
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Figure 10.1: Building heights
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11.0
SUDS, PARKS AND OPEN SPACES
11.0
11.1

INTRODUCTION

The landscape environment, shown in Figure 11.1 will be
a fundamental part of Upton’s character. The SUDS will
be an important part of the drainage infrastructure but
will also provide the underlying basis of the landscape
structure and has an intimate relationship with the streets
and built form. Parks and open spaces at Upton will be
amenities shared by residents of Upton with existing and
future residents in the vicinity, including those at Upton
Grange and the Princess Marina and St. Crispin Hospital
developments. Parks and open spaces should support a
range of leisure and recreational activities and contribute
to making Upton ‘of Northampton’.

11.3

UPTON SQUARE

The principal focal point of Upton will be the Upton
Square at the heart of the community. As one of the
first major pieces of infrastructure to be created, the
Upton Square will be of high quality to set the standards
at Upton. It will be urban in character and employ a
range of hard and soft materials, including water. The
SUDS will be incorporated along the east side of the
square in front of the school. This portion of the SUDS
will have a more urban quality than the SUDS elsewhere
at Upton potentially employing rills and channels rather
than the softer landscape found elsewhere.

Each of the landscape elements will contribute to the
overall structure of Upton and will relate to the new
Upton Country Park, which will accommodate playing
fields, a cricket square and a pavilion with changing
facilities incorporated into the interpretation centre.
Within this chapter, each of the key landscape element
is outlined. Details of the design parameters will be
outlined in individual Development Briefs.

11.2

SUDS

The SUDS will provide the major structuring element
of landscape at Upton and it is important that all
development considers the relationship with SUDS as
an element of drainage infrastructure as well as a leisure
and visual amenity.
The main element of on site sustainable drainage
is shown on Figure 11.1. The SUDS will primarily
consist of linked swales which will have a storage and
infiltration function which will mainly convey runoff
to shallow storage wetlands around the playing fields.
SUDS will be planted utilising indigenous species that
can withstand both dry and very wet conditions. A
similar landscape treatment will be utilised across the
system so that it reads as a single network.

Examples of Sustainable urban drainage systems

SUDS by playing fields under
construction
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SUDS street under construction
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Figure 11.1: SUDS, Parks and Open Spaces
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02
Upton Central Square will form a focal point for the
community and the setting for the school. The principles
of sustainability will be continued into the design of the
square which will also be capable of use throughout the
year for a variety of activities.
The subject of a separate design exercise, the Central
Square is part of the advance infrastructure to be
provided by EP.

11.4

NENE WAY

The Nene Way is a statutory long distance footpath
which crosses the site from east to west. The footpath
will be formally diverted from its current route to form a
landscaped route through Upton and will be integrated
as a landscaped route within SUDS. The path must
have green landscaped areas on either side and cannot
form part of the footpath or carriageway. Planting
should focus on the indigenous species of grasses.

11.5

CHILDREN’S PLAY AREAS

Two small scale children’s play areas are identified,
however, specific location will be identified in the
Development Briefs. A major play area will be located
in the Upton Country Park. Play equipment should use
materials from sustainable sources and where appropriate
be constructed of wood from accredited sustainable
forests. A combination of hard and soft surfaces should
be utilised. Additional local opportunities for informal
children’s play must be incorporated in the detailed
design of the public realm.

11.6

EXISTING NATURAL FEATURES

Key natural features at Upton will be maintained and
managed. The spinney at the western boundary will
be pruned and undergrowth cleared to allow new
growth and young saplings to grow. Where hedgerows
are retained but degraded, new planting of the same
species will be undertaken to restore their health and
appearance. Principal existing trees will be retained and
managed where possible throughout the site to provide
mature landscape elements.

Elements within childrens play areas

Informal seating area
in front of school gate
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Elements within formal open space
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12.0
BUILDING MATERIALS AND DETAILS
12.0
12.1

INTRODUCTION

12.2

To reinforce the sense of place provided by the urban
hierarchy, buildings must be designed and executed in
a manner that adds finesse and brings the place to life.
The aim of this chapter is to define the appropriate use
of building materials and details which will ensure Upton
will emerge and mature as a place where:
• environmental technologies are successfully
integrated within the building fabric;
• the choice of materials reflects the locality and context;
• craftsmanship and architectural ‘tectonics’ are
celebrated in the making of buildings; and
• architectural design establishes a dialogue and
continuity with the Northampton vernacular
Rather than prescribing any architectural style, the
aim of this chapter and the procurement process (refer
to Chapter 14) is to encourage architectural diversity
within a coherent urban structure.
Building materials and architectural details play an
important role in the art of place-making. As illustrated in
Chapter 3, The Northampton Context, the existing town
provides a rich source of inspiration. The developers
and their design teams are required to acknowledge the
regional and local context within which this development
occurs and to respond in a critical manner.

ELEVATION DESIGN

Street Elevation
• Building frontages must embody continuity and
rhythm essential to keep street edges alive. Blank
non-interactive facades should be avoided.
• Buildings must be considered as a constituent
part of a continuous street elevation where a wellproportioned streetscape will be achieved.
Proportion
• A comprehensive proportioning system will be
employed to ensure individual buildings relate
coherently with their neighbourhoods and public
realm.
• Principal elevations should be defined by a grid of
squares (or parts thereof) highlighting the position for
windows and entrances - Refer to Figure 12.1.
• The proportion of windows will relate to the overall
composition of the façade.
• Designers should aim to create rich and interesting
façade relief that is sufficiently refined and subtle so
that buildings can be appreciated from close up and
afar.

The primary objective is to achieve a high quality
development where architectural excellence and rigorous
environmental standards are attained. It is assumed
that at least 80% of materials specified will achieve an
‘A’ rating in the latest version of the ‘Green Guide to
Housing Specification’, commensurate with gaining an
EcoHomes rating of Excellent.
This chapter is structured in three sections to address
the requirements on:
• the overall elevation design;
• elements within the overall elevation design; and
• accommodating building services.
Non-compliant building materials and details
highlighted in green throughout this chapter.

are

Figure 12.1: Proportioning system using ‘golden section’
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ELEMENTS WITHIN ELEVATION DESIGN

External Doors & Porches
• Bespoke solutions with good proportion for doors
and porches that reflect the local vernacular will be
encouraged - Refer to Figure 12.2.
• Door reveals shall be a minimum of 75 mm, which
may be achieved using smaller hardwood cills with
subcills.
• Garage doors, including those for mews houses,
should be double and fold in two so as not to present
an obstacle to pedestrians or cars in the central
courtyards or mews.
• Porches and door hoods, if employed, should be closely
integrated with the vocabulary of the building.
• Varnished hardwood doors, fibreglass, moulded or
pressed uPVC and metal doors are not allowed.
• Painted timber,
permitted.

masonry

and

metal

will

be

• Roofing on porches and door hoods will reflect the
roofing material of the principal structure.
• Columns, posts or piers must be of robust
construction. For example, masonry piers shall be no
less than 450mm; timber piers shall be no less than
150mm x 150mm.
Windows
• All windows and their subdivisions should relate to
the proportioning system of the entire building.
• uPVC windows are not allowed.
• Bay windows should be well designed with respect
to proportion, scale and detail and reflect the local
vernacular.
• Window ventilators must be concealed.
• Contemporary designs can draw from the industrial
heritage of the area and the use of larger scale
subdivided metal windows will be permitted.
Figure 12.2: Well-proportioned doorcase (courtesy of Cornhill
Estates & Fairclough Homes)
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• Windows for the traditional building designs should
be rise and fall sash or side hung casement type
in domestic buildings. Sash windows may in some
cases incorporate glazing bars to provide smaller
panes of glass to the upper section of the sash which
should be constructed in timber. Mullions should be
well proportioned.
Windows with ‘clip-on’ glazing bars are not permitted.
• For traditional house designs, window cills should be
provided unless a stringcourse sheds water below the
window. On brick and stone buildings, window reveals
should be a minimum of 75 mm where a subcill is used
and a minimum of 50 mm where there is no subcill.
• As part of achieving a rating of EcoHomes ‘Excellent’,
all glazing will be above Building Regulation standards
in terms of u-values, requiring low-emissivity double
or triple glazing.
• Windows to bathrooms should not normally be on
principal elevations.
• Coloured glass may be used in certain circumstances
but avoided on principal elevations.
Roofs
• Roofs should be appropriately scaled and proportioned.
• Roof coverings on pitched roofs shall be: natural
slate, split stone, clay tiles, pan tiles or Roman tiles,
solar water and/or photovoltaic systems.
• Photovoltaic cells must be incorporated into the
overall roof design.
• Flat roofs are appropriate for terraces or as ‘green’
roofs.
• On flat roofs, the parapet capping material must be
robust enough to ensure a clean edge on the cornice
line.
• Roof lights flush to the roof are acceptable.

• Fascias and box soffits will not be allowed.
• Gutters must be integrated by careful design. They
can be mounted directly on walls, mounted on
sprockets or rafter feet, or concealed in a cornice.
• If dormers are used, they should always suit the
roof they sit within in terms of scale and materials.
If the dormer roof is gabled rather than hipped the
verge should be made disproportionately deep, 75
or 100mm, to give a deeper shadow, with the tile
battens running past the line of the gable end.
Walls
As described in Chapter 3, there is a wide range of
materials used for wall construction within Northampton.
If employing any of the following materials in a traditional
manner, the following rules must be applied.
• Render Walls: Render should generally be a lime
mix using a well graded sharp mix. Rendered work
should generally use roughcast or woodfloat to avoid
an excessively hard and exact finish. Plinths should
be provided on rendered buildings. Expansion joints
where necessary should be carefully considered and
designed out. Proprietary self coloured render will be
considered, samples must be submitted to the Upton
Working Group for approval.
• External Brick walls: Bricks should be laid in Flemish
or English bond. Door and window reveals may
be rendered in more important buildings. Stock or
hand-made bricks must be favoured over wire-cut
and engineering brick to avoid too hard and exact
a finish. The selected brick must be subject to
approval by the Upton Working Group. Mortars shall
generally be Portland Cement: lime-washed sand.
The silica alumina content of the mortar should be
limited to avoid excessive hardness. Mortar joints
should be flush pointed as work proceeds and should
not be weather struck, raked, concave or ribbon.
An appropriate mortar joint should be used for less
uniform bricks. The selected joint type will be subject
to approval. Penny struck joints may be used on more
important buildings. Developers should refer to brick
colour and types used within the local vernacular.

• The treatment of eaves should be studied carefully
and relate directly to the proposed building type.
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• Stone walls: Wherever possible, stone elements
should be utilised at appropriate key locations.
Reconstituted stone may be used provided it matches
local stone and a sample is approved. If used in
simpler buildings, stone should be split face, on more
formal buildings sawn stone may be used. Sawn
stone may also be used in string courses, window
and door reveals and lintels.
• Copings: Copings should generally not exceed 75mm
(for a visible edge) on a two storey building and
should not generally extend more than 50mm from
the plane of the wall beneath. Carefully concealed
and discrete extracts may be acceptable subject to
approval.
• Lintels: Where applicable, brick, tile or stone lintels
should be load bearing. Back up lintels may be used
where a larger opening is required. A subtle variation
in brick colour may be appropriate for lintels and
arches. Rubbed brick lintels will be appropriate only
on more important buildings. Rough arches will be
suitable in brickwork and should rise through four
brick courses. In stone arch construction voussoirs
should be provided.
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Well proportioned doorway and
windows

Vernacular window details in
brickwork

Wall rendering and colour

Boundary treatment and wall
construction

Awnings create façade depth

Bay windows and façade architecture

Dormer window

Entrances awnings and steps
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BUILDING SERVICES

Rainwater Goods
• Rainwater goods must be fully integrated with the
building design and must not be added on as an
afterthought.
• uPVC is unacceptable.
• For the traditional building design, rainwater goods of
cast iron or aluminium painted black should be used.
Street signs/lights/alarms
• Street signs will be mounted on buildings at
approximately first floor level. The design of street
signs should follow the style and quality agreed for
use at Upton. Street naming must also follow the
convention agreed for use at Upton - Refer to Chapter
14.

Chimneys
• If employed, chimneys should be appropriately
proportioned and detailed.
• Chimneys should be of brick, or stone as appropriate,
and rise generously above roofs.
• Vent stacks should be enclosed within chimneys.
Where this is not practical, vent pipes should be clad
in lead where they emerge above roof slopes.
Television Antenna/Satellite Dishes
• Developers should provide comprehensive and
integrated systems for telephones, radios and
television.
• Television and radio antenna, aerials and satellite
dishes will not be permitted on the roof or any
façade where they detract from the public realm.

• Lighting or signage on private buildings must
be integral to the overall design of the building
elevation.
• A font appropriate to the design of the building should
be used for house numbering and naming.
• Numbering may be put on the garden wall only if
the house set back from the street is such that the
number cannot be read.
• Neon lighting is not permitted on houses and
automatic lighting must be heavily restricted to avoid
being set off by movement in the public realm.
• Burglar alarms should be located where they have
minimal visual intrusion on the public façade and
where they are audible from the exterior of the
building.
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13.0
ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS
13.0
13.1

INTRODUCTION

• Assessment is undertaken at the design stage and
also as a post-construction review.

To complement the wider sustainable development
principles, the built development at Upton will also need
to meet the highest environmental standards outlined in
this Chapter, covering:
• BREEAM and NHER rating systems to be achieved for
ALL buildings in Upton;
• The mandatory requirements
standards across Upton;

on

environmental

• Aspects of the Upton development where BREEAM
points have been credited at project wide level,
covering the entire Upton development. (Refer to
Figure 13.2) These credits will be allocated to individual
sites as they come forward for implementation; and
• The parcel and cluster demonstration projects within
Upton.

13.2

WHAT IS BREEAM & NHER RATING SYSTEM?

Environmental Assessments
• Figure 13.1 summarises BREEAM Excellence
standards to be applied and achieved at Upton.
Assessment of each building type within the project
must be completed using the Building Research
Establishment Environmental Assessment Method
(BREEAM).

• The BREEAM scheme for residential development is
called EcoHomes.
• For housing, English Partnerships additionally applies
the National Energy Foundation (NEF) scheme known
as the NHER (National Home Energy Rating)
• BREEAM works by allowing flexibility with respect
to how sustainability will be met at each scheme,
depending upon the specific project aspirations or
requirements.
• Based on a system of credits, developers must obtain
a certain number of points to achieve a specific
rating: ‘pass’, ‘good’, ‘very good’, or ‘excellent’.
• All development at Upton will be required to meet
BREEAM “Excellent” as shown on the table below.
Please note that BREEAM for Residential (EcoHomes)
and BREEAM for Offices are updated annually, current
version 2005. Similarly, BREEAM for Industrial and
BREEAM for Retail are updated regularly. The developer
must refer to the latest version.
• An ‘excellent’ rating can be challenging to achieve.
Developers and designers should use the relevant
Rating Prediction Checklist, and involve a licensed

Figure 13.1: BREEAM Excellence Standard
BUILDING TYPE

RATING SCHEME (LATEST VERSION)

STANDARD TO BE ACHIEVED AT UPTON

EcoHomes

Excellent

NHER

10.0

Offices

BREEAM for Offices

Excellent

Industrial

BREEAM 5/93

Excellent

Superstore & supermarkets

BREEAM for Retail

Excellent

Residential
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BREEAM or Ecohomes assessor as early as possible
in the design process, to ensure the excellent rating
is achieved in a cost effective manner.
By way of guidance, the following issues will make a
significant contribution to achieving the required rating
for EcoHomes:
• Energy: reducing CO2 emissions to less than 20kg/
m2 per year and improving the performance of the
building envelope by 15% over building regulations;
• Cycle Storage: providing a minimum of 1 secured
cycle storage space per person;
• Pollution Reduction: ensuring that there are no ozone
depleting substances in building construction (e.g.
insulation); specifying low NOx boilers and reducing
surface water run-off;
• Materials: all timber and timber elements must
provide FSC certification OR be re-used; internal
and external storage bins as well as compost bins
should be provided to store recyclable waste; all
construction elements are to obtain A rating from
The Green Guide for Housing;
• Water Consumption: reducing water consumption
through efficient fittings; providing rainwater butts
to each property within a garden for rainwater
harvesting;
• Land Use and Ecology: protecting and enhancing
the ecological value of the site using an accredited
expert; and
• Health and Well-being: providing daylight levels to
kitchens and habitable rooms in accordance with
BS 8206 Pt.2; testing acoustic performances, going
beyond building regulations for acoustic performance
and providing private external space.

13.3

MANDATORY ELEMENTS ACROSS UPTON

13.0

To set the preconditions for the creation of a sustainable
urban extension, there are certain principles which will
be applied to the development as a whole including
shared systems and infrastructure that will be set in
place by English Partnerships. Application of many of
these elements will contribute to the stringent scoring
targets required to meet the BREEAM ratings for Upton.
The overall mandatory elements will be as follows:
Drainage
• SUDS (Sustainable Urban Drainage System) will be
implemented by EP across the site as part of the
advance infrastructure works. The objective is to
ensure flood risk is not increased as a result of the
development. The SUDS will also include reed bed
drainage. Developers should refer to The Standard
Information and Requirements for Developers
document for further details.
• Rainwater Disposal. Developers will be required to
lay porous paving and manage rainwater disposal
within plots and manage outfalls to the SUDS system
or conventional drainage system, in accordance with
the guidelines set out in the Standard Information
and Regulations for Developers document.
• Attenuated rainwater. Rainwater flow from roofs and
hard standing around buildings is considered within
BREEAM and EcoHomes. Under EcoHomes 2005 this
accounts for 4.28%.
Energy And Utilities
• Green Tariff Electricity: Liberalisation of the energy
markets has made it possible for consumers to
contract with a range of suppliers to provide their
electricity from renewable sources or otherwise help
the development of renewable energy. In order to
support this initiative, Developers will be required
to arrange for and establish green tariff electricity
supplies in accordance with the Ofgem guidance
“Green Supply Offerings”. This does not contribute
towards the EcoHomes score.
• Common Service Zone: In order to create an efficient
process of laying mains services. Developers will
be requested to use a common service zone to co-
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ordinate the installation of all services and to avoid
multiple visits by utility contractors. This will provide
for a more ordered servicing of the development and
enable the public realm to be defined in a co-ordinated
manner. (Refer to Chapter 6 Street Types)
• All new developments must have telecommunications
systems
capable
of
supporting
broadband
technologies, which is considered within EcoHomes.
Resource Consumption And Economy
Energy Conservation
• Developers will be required to demonstrate that CO2
emissions will be less than 25kg/m2 per year.
• At a masterplanning level, the developer should orientate
new developments to optimise passive solar gain.
• The design of individual buildings should demonstrate
a holistic and comprehensive energy conservation
strategy, incorporating appropriate environmental
technologies within the overall building design.
• At a detailed level, all homes must be fitted with low
energy bulbs, low energy white goods and enhanced
insulation.
• Carbon emissions are dealt with within BREEAM and
EcoHomes. For example, this standard will achieve
7.5% within an EcoHomes assessment (out of a
maximum of 10.71%)
• Specific requirement on energy conservation will be
set out in the site specific Development Briefs.
Water
• All buildings must minimise the use and disposal of
water through the use of high efficiency fittings, low
flush cisterns and provision of rain water butts built
in all private garden areas.
• Rain water harvesting and grey water recycling must
be encouraged to contribute to resource conservation.
• This issue is dealt with in more detail, with
performance levels, within BREEAM and EcoHomes.
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For example in EcoHomes internal water savings
can achieve up to 8.33%, with rain water collection
achieving a further 1.67%.
• Specific requirements for water and rain harvesting
will be set out in the site specific Development
Briefs.
Materials
• All developments must employ recycled materials
where possible. Furthermore, locally and sustainablysourced materials will be favoured. For example,
timber must be from accredited sources and
demonstrate chain of certification.
• Soucing of materials is covered within BREEAM and
EcoHomes. For example EcoHomes contains up to
10.63% for low environmental impact materials and
up to 4.35% for sustainable timber.
Waste Minimisation
Pollution
• All developments must incorporate zero ozone
depleting specifications and low NOx boilers.
• This is covered within BREEAM and EcoHomes. For
example, within EcoHomes, action here can achieve
up to 6.43%.
Recycling
• The Management Company for Upton with the support
of Northampton Borough Council will manage a
materials recycling programme which will include an
education and promotion role. Consequently, all homes
must be designed and fitted with recycling facilities.
(Refer to Chapter 7.) The developer must consult with
the management company and NBC.
• Apartments must be equipped with communal
recycling facilities.
• All private gardens are to be provided with composting
bins and where this is not possible ‘block-wide’
composting facilities must be provided.
• Developers should refer to Chapter 7 Block Principles
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and site specific Development Briefs for requirements
on sizing and positioning of recycling boxes.
• This is covered within BREEAM and EcoHomes. For
example, within EcoHomes, action here can achieve
up to 2.9%.
Construction Standards
• The following construction standards will be as
applied:
- 70% reduction in defects at handover to
occupiers;
- 50% reduction in construction waste; and
- zero reportable accidents on site.
• BREEAM for Offices contains credits for construction
waste.

Promoting sustainable transport:
cycle parking in co-ordination with
public transport

Commitment to recycling provision
inside and outside all buildings

Robustness
• To promote the flexibility and adaptability of premises
over time, all roof spaces should be capable of
conversion to habitable space.
• For health and well being developments should employ
high party wall/floor specifications. Additionally
daylight levels to kitchens and habitable rooms are to
be in accordance with BS 8206 Pt 2.

Figure 13.2: Development - wide BREEAM credits
CODE

ITEM

DISTANCE (M)

% OF TOTAL SCORE

COMMENT/STATUS

< 1000

X /2.14

Agreed in contract between
Council and service provider.

Food shop and post box

< 500

X /1.07

850m to existing food shop
(filling station)

Primary school

< 1000

X /1.07

Committed by LEA

Leisure Centre

< 1000

Interpretation Centre/pitches

Community Centre

< 1000

Interpretation Centre/pitches

Medical Centre

< 1000

Public House

< 1000

Sixfields/restaurant

Children’s play area

< 1000

Site dependent

Ecohome requires 80% of
development to be within the
prescribed distance
Tra1

Public Transport
Urban/suburban area – 30 min
peak, hourly off peak

Tra3

Local Amenities

Safe pedestrian routes
Total
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X / 1.07

Either on Main Street near
Weedon Road junction or
within the SW District Joint
Initiative area.

X /1.07
X /5.35
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Transport And Movement
Public Transport
• As part of a broader commitment to Upton, the
outline planning consent includes provision of a
regular bus service for Upton to promote a good
modal split from the outset of development. Refer
to Chapter 14 Implementation of this document for
further information.
Electric Car Sharing & Management
• At least one external electrical socket must be supplied
to the rear of each house to allow for access to ‘hook
up’ an electric car. A ‘hook up’ point for electric
cars must be incorporated within each apartment
block courtyard/communal area, this supply must be
metered independently of any of the dwellings.
• This will encourage individuals to invest in dual
fuel or electric car and will enable the Management
Company to set up an electric car sharing club.

13.4

DEVELOPMENT-WIDE BREEAM CREDITS

Within the overall Upton development, a number of
aspects will receive BREEAM credits independent to
those to be accrued by individual sites. Developers
should build on these development-wide credits and
design their schemes to achieve an overall ‘Excellent’
rating for their sites.
Figure 13.2 summarises elements within Upton where
development-wide credits are allocated. Percentage of
total score, denoted as ‘x’ will vary depending on exact
location and boundary of site in question. For each site
within Upton, a completed version of the table will be
provided as part of the Developer’s Information Pack.

13.5

PARCEL & CLUSTER DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

At Upton, some buildings or groups of buildings will be
selected to demonstrate trial technologies.
Selection is based on the suitability of locations for
the particular aspects (e.g. a south facing group to
demonstrate passive solar heating). It is anticipated
that these will be explored at the level of whole parcels
(approximately 100 units) and clusters (approximately
10 units). Opportunities will be clearly set out in the site
specific Development Briefs.
The following technologies will be considered for
the demonstration projects; others may be added.
Developers may also introduce aspects of sustainability
or construction not included with the aim of exceeding
the established environmental standards, or in delivering
innovation and distinctiveness to developments at
Upton. It is intended that the publicly sponsored
buildings on the development will be landmark buildings,
each demonstrating a variety of these technologies.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Photo Voltaic panels;
Solar water heating;
Passive solar heating;
Zero CO2 emissions;
Combined Heat & Power;
Ground source heat pumps;
Renewable energy street furniture;
Recycled materials;
Locally sourced materials;
Reed bed drainage;
Green roofs;
Grey water recycling;
Group composting, recycling regimes;
Group car share scheme (alternative fuel);
Zero parking standard;
Zero construction defects at handover to occupier;
Zero construction waste to landfill;
Whole life costs analysis;
20% reduction in construction costs; and
20% reduction in construction time.

Standard Requirements for Residential Developments
EcoHomes the Environmental Rating for Homes
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• allowing developers to be one step ahead of regulation.

Background
The BRE (Building Research Establishment) has been
promoting sustainable development since 1991 through
its BREEAM (BRE Environmental Assessment Method)
certification scheme for a variety of building types.
EcoHomes is the residential version of BREEAM.

BREEAM Certificates are awarded at the design stage
of a project. In addition, there is an option with all the
BREEAM schemes for a Post Construction Review to be
carried out to ensure that the project has been constructed
in accordance with the design standards and specification,
and a certificate is available at this stage also.

BREEAM now leads the world in setting benchmarks
for the environmental performance of buildings. It is
independent, authoritative and based on many years
of construction and environmental research carried out
by BRE, the construction industry and Government.
Environmental performance is expressed on a scale of
Pass, Good, Very Good to Excellent.

EcoHomes
EcoHomes is a straightforward, flexible and independently
verified assessment method for rating the environmental
impact of homes; it is an easily understood, credible
label for new and renovated homes including houses
and apartments. Demonstrating superior environmental
design to customers leads to:

Assessment Schemes have been developed to cover
housing, office, industrial, retail and school buildings.
Other building types can be assessed using bespoke
BREEAM. A self assessment scheme is available for
NHS estates. BRE has also prepared a ‘Sustainability
Checklist for Developments’ which can be used to assess
large mixed use, multiple building developments.

• reduced running costs through greater energy and
water efficiency, and reduced maintenance;
• healthy, comfortable and flexible internal environments;
• access to local amenities; and
• less dependence on the car.

BRE has a continuous programme for updating and
developing BREEAM awards “BREEAM for Offices and
EcoHomes are subject to annual reviews and updates,
responding to industry and legislative developments as
well as innovation. Care should be taken to ensure that
the current version is being considered for particular
schemes. BREEAM for Retail and BREEAM for Industrial
Units are also available.

EcoHomes considers the broad environmental concerns of
climate change, resource use and impact on wildlife, and
balances these against the need for a high quality of life,
and a safe and healthy internal environment. All the issues
in EcoHomes are optional, making it flexible and enabling
developers to adopt the most appropriate aspects of
sustainability for their particular development and market.

BREEAM rewards developers who improve environmental
performance through good design, rather than high
capital cost solutions. Benefits include:

The current Rating Prediction Checklist for EcoHomes is
included at the end of this chapter. The issues assessed
are grouped into the seven categories below:

• demonstrating sustainability credentials to planning
authorities to assist a smooth passage through the
planning process;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• demonstrating ‘green’ credentials to investors helps
to minimise investment risk and increase the appeal
to ethical investors;

Energy
Water
Pollution
Materials
Transport
Ecology and land use
Health and well-being

• demonstrating superior environmental design to
customers; and
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Percentage scores are awarded for features within
each issue and weighted to provide the final rating. A
checklist with approximate credit scoring is available to
assist developers in preparing their initial strategies and
specifications.
How to get an Assessment
Assessments are undertaken by licensed assessors, who
are trained and monitored by BRE. A list of individuals
and firms licensed to undertake EcoHomes assessments
is available from BRE.
Assessors issue a workbook for each development.
A developer’s workbook, illustrating the information
required, is available from the BRE web site.

Formal certification is carried out by BRE when all stages
are completed.
Post Construction Review Stage
Post Construction Review uses the data from a design
stage assessment and checks where the construction
has altered from the design. Usually the original assessor
carries out the review. Again formal certification is
carried out by BRE, once the development is complete.
Post Construction Review can be carried out as batches
of homes are released.

To complete an assessment, the developer enters
information on the design and specification into the
workbook and passes this to the assessor. The assessor
checks that the relevant information has been provided,
and completes an assessment, determining the rating
achieved. This assessment is then sent to BRE for
quality assurance and certification. All EcoHomes
assessments are covered by BRE’s stringent quality
management procedures adopted to ensure a consistent
approach and level of service.

Typical fees
Licensed assessors will be able to provide a quote for
the assessment process, which will be dependent on the
size and complexity of the site, specification and house
types. The assessment does not include detailed advice
on how to achieve the best rating. However assessors
are able to provide this service for an additional fee and
developers are encouraged to make use of this.

Different stages of assessment
EcoHomes assessments are carried out at the design
stage and post construction. As the housing sector
makes extensive use of standard specifications and
house types, the assessment process for the design can
be carried out in three stages.

For a typical 40-unit housing development, with
four different house types, which has not had the
specification or house types assessed previously, the
typical cost would be £1,100 + VAT (about £28 +
VAT per dwelling). A Post Construction Review will cost
about an additional £400.00. This includes provision
of official BRE certificates for the development, with
originals being produced for each dwelling unit.

Stage 1 – Assessment of the standard specification:
Many issues can be assessed from the general building
specification provided that they are applicable to the
whole development; e.g. types of material used.
Stage 2 – Assessment of house types:
For standard house types other issues can be assessed
once only for each house type; e.g. energy efficiency.
Stage 1 and 2 can be carried out without reference
to a specific site, so avoiding duplication on different
developments, and keeping costs to a minimum.
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Stage 3 – Assessment of the site:
This stage completes the assessment as it covers all
remaining issues, such as the ecological value of the
site and transport.

Although EcoHomes can be used at any time during the
design stage, developers are encouraged to consider
the issues at the earliest opportunity to maximise the
benefits.
Seminars and training
EcoHomes seminars and assessor training courses are
held regularly: for further information please contact
BRE.
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Publications
Publications associated with the different BREEAM
versions, including EcoHomes (price: £25) and the
Green Guide to Housing Specification (price: £35), can
be purchased from the BRE Bookshop at:
www.brebookshop.com
T: 01923 664262
F: 01923 664790
E: bookshop@bre.co.uk

Standard Requirements for Residential Developments:
EcoHomes Rating Prediction Checklist
This pre-assessment prediction checklist allows a quick
evaluation of the likely rating to be achieved under a
formal EcoHomes 2005 assessment.
NOTE: This checklist is a simplified version of the full
method and for this reason the final EcoHomes rating
may vary from that obtained by using it. Advice should
be sought from a Registered Assessor at an early stage
in a project to ensure that the predicted rating will be
obtained. BRE can provide a list of currently Registered
Assessors.

development. It will however give a first indication of a
potential final score.
Further Information
For further information on BREEAM schemes and lists
of accredited assessors, together with EcoHomes and
a contact list of licensed assessors, developers should
contact the BRE as follows:
BREEAM Centre
Building Research Establishment
Garston
WATFORD
WD25 9XX

T:
F:
E:
W:

01923 664462
01923 664103
breeam@bre.co.uk
www.breeam.org

Using the checklist
Complete the checklist by going through the points and
marking those which have been achieved.
The EcoHome score is rewarded on the basis of the
total percentage of credits achieved as indicated on the
table below:
Rating Score
*

Pass

36%

**

Good

48%

***

Very Good

60%

**** Excellent

70%

Note: That this sheet only provides a rough estimate
of how a development will score and must not be
compared to the credits that an assessor will give the
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13.7

NATIONAL HOME ENERGY RATING (NHER) IN DETAIL

Introduction
The NHER scheme is administered by National Energy
Services Ltd. (NES), a trading subsidiary of the National
Energy Foundation (NEF). The NEF is an independent
charitable body whose objectives are to promote
through education, demonstration and research the
innovative, efficient and safe use of energy, and to
increase public awareness of energy in all its aspects.
Its Trustees are national figures from a wide range of
energy-related fields. The NEF developed the NHER as
a national instrument for assessing energy efficiency of
new homes.
High NHER standards have been applied for over 12
years in Milton Keynes and currently all developments
in the city are achieving the maximum rating of 10.0.
Following the proven success in this location EP are
applying the scheme nationally to all its new housing
schemes– currently to a rating 9.0 generally and 10.0
for landmark projects. This allows all future occupiers
of new homes to benefit from lower energy costs and
for developers to market their homes with a nationally
recognised energy performance rating.
Description
The NHER is based on an estimate of a home’s total
annual energy running costs per square metre under
standard conditions of occupancy and use. The NHER
is presented as an index figure which varies between
0.0 and 10.0 where 10.0 is a very efficient home that
is economical to run. It should be noted that the NHER
in the new build context does not predict actual fuel
usage. This depends considerably on how occupants
actually use their homes. The NHER is analogous to
a car being given a fuel economy rating in mpg. It
should be noted that while NHER is distinct from the
Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) required in Part
L of the Building Regulations, which relates to energy
consumption for heating and hot water only, the NHER
software is accredited to deliver the Government’s
SAP rating. It also provides the calculations on CO2
emissions needed for EcoHomes.
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Method of Assessment
The NHER must be assessed during the design stage
by the personal computer software package “NHER
Builder” or “NHER Evaluator”. These programmes have
been endorsed by the Building Research Establishment
and are reliable, fast and easy to use.
The programme incorporates facilities allowing it to be
used as a design tool to test the energy performance of
different designs and energy saving measures.
Procedure of Assessment
The NHER is assessed during the design stage. Each
developer is required to become a streamline Member
of the NHER scheme and obtain NHER Certificates for
all the properties on a development.
Assessments and certificates of a home’s NHER Rating
can only be provided by “Registered NHER Assessors”,
who are employed by Member organisations, have passed
the appropriate NHER examination and are registered
with the NHER scheme. A list of Registered Assessors
is maintained by the NES. Details of membership and
certificate charges are also available from the NES.
The assessors will carry out an assessment of the plans
and will include suggestions on how to improve the
energy performance of the designs. Developers are
recommended to initiate dialogue with their registered
assessors at an early stage in the design process.
The information required to carry out NHER calculations
includes the scheme design drawings and a completed
data form. The Assessor will produce an NHER and a
SAP rating and make suggestions on how to improve
the energy performance of the design. Developers are
recommended to initiate dialogue with their Registered
Assessors at an early stage of the design process.
Once final designs have been prepared, the developer will
be required to submit to EP copies of the NHER certificates
supplied by the Registered Assessors indicating the NHER
for each house. The developer must also provide, for each
house type, a summary of the method of construction, ‘U’
values for the main elements and detailed scale drawings
and heating system specifications.
Any subsequent
modifications must be agreed with EP before construction
begins and be supported by a revised NHER certificate.
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13.0
For schemes which are for tender, each tenderer will
have to guarantee that if successful their subsequent
house designs will meet or exceed the required NHER.

• Heating Loads by fuel and application in GJ/year and
£/year.
• Diagnosis.

Required Level of NHER
NHER of 10.0 or better will be required generally
with higher ratings specified for particular landmark
developments.
“NHER Builder” and “NHER Evaluator” Programmes Key
Points
The calculation of fuel use per m2 is accomplished
using a model based on BREDEM (Building Research
Establishment Domestic Energy Model).
Special
algorithms have been developed for the estimation of
solar gains, incidental gains from lights and appliances,
hot water fuel use including solar panels, ventilation
losses and in the modelling of heating controls and
conservatories.

Further Information
For further information on the NHER and its applications
contact:
National Energy Services
Davy Avenue
Knowlhill
MILTON KEYNES
MK5 8NG

T: 01908 672787
F: 01908 662296
E: enquiries@nesltd.co.uk
W:
www.nesltd.co.uk
www.nher.co.uk

The dwelling’s heating load is determined by using two
o
heating zones; Zone 1 (21 C) is assumed to be the
o
living area and Zone 2 (18 C) the rest of the house
with operating hours between 7.00am - 9.00am and
4.00pm - 11.00pm.
A higher level of comfort is required for sheltered
housing and housing designed for the elderly.
Further data relates to the floor area, number of
occupants, fuel type and orientation.
“NHER Builder” “NHER Evaluator” Programme Outputs
The programme automatically calculates energy
requirements for the specified design and includes the
following output:
• Certificate showing NHER ratings, SAP rating and
Carbon emissions.
• Summary Results including breakdown of fuel bills.
• Compliance with the current Part L of a Building
Regulation standard shell.
• Total Primary and Delivered Energy in GJ/year.
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EcoHomes 2005 –
The environmental rating for homes
Rating Prediction Checklist
This pre-assessment prediction checklist allows an evaluation of the likely rating to
be achieved under a formal EcoHomes assessment.
NOTE: The rating obtained by using this checklist is for guidance only. Predicted
ratings may differ from those obtained through a formal assessment, which must
be carried out by a licensed EcoHomes assessor. Full guidance on the credit
requirements can be found at www.ecohomes.org. Advice should be sought from
a Licensed Assessor at an early stage in a project to ensure that the predicted
rating will be obtained. A list of licensed assessors can be found at the EcoHomes
website or by contacting the BREEAM office.

© Copyright BRE 2004. The EcoHomes
name and logo are registered trade marks
of Building Research Establishment Ltd.
Permission is given for this checklist to be
copied without infringement of copyright
for use only on projects where an
EcoHomes assessment is carried out.
Whilst every care is taken in preparing this checklist, BRE
cannot accept responsibility for any inaccuracies or for
consequential loss incurred as a result of such inaccuracies
arising through the use of the checklist.
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BREEAM Office
BRE
Garston
Watford WD25 9XX
Tel: 01923 664462
E-mail: ecohomes@bre.co.uk
Web site: www.ecohomes.org
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EcoHomes 2005 Rating Prediction Checklist
Issue

% of
total
score

Dwelling
Location
% of total score
achieved

1.07
2.14
3.21
4.29
5.36
6.43
7.50
8.57
9.64
10.71

(max 10.71)

13.0

Energy
Ene1

CO2 emission
Credits are awarded to achieve CO 2 emissions as follows:
2
• Less than or equal to 60 kg/m /yr
2
• Less than or equal to 50 kg/m /yr
• Less than or equal to 45 kg/m2/yr
• Less than or equal to 35 kg/m2/yr
• Less than or equal to 30 kg/m2/yr
• Less than or equal to 27 kg/m2/yr
• Less than or equal to 25 kg/m2/yr
• Less than or equal to 20 kg/m2/yr
2
• Less than or equal to 10 kg/m /yr
2
• Less than or equal to 0 kg/m /yr

Ene2

Building envelope performance
Percent improvement across the site in average U-value
compared with relevant building regulations.
If built to:
• England and Wales 2002 Building regulations part L1
• Scotland Part J of the Technical Standards (6 th
amendment)
–
–
–
–
–

3% improvement
6% improvement
9% improvement
12% improvement
15% improvement

1.07
2.14
3.21
4.29
5.36

OR
If built to:
• Scotland Part J of the Technical Standards (4 th and 5th
amendments)
• Northern Ireland Building Regulations Part F
• All refurbishment’s (independent of country)
–
–
–
–
–

10 % improvement
15 % improvement
20 % improvement
25% improvement
30% improvement

© BRE Ltd 2004
EcoHomes is a Registered Trademark of BRE
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1.07
2.14
3.21
4.29
5.36

(max 5.36)
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Ene3

Drying space
Provision of drying space

13.0
Ene4

(max 1.07)

Eco Labelled white goods
Provision of eco labelled white goods with the following
energy ratings:
• All fridges, freezers, fridge-freezers with an A rating
• All washing machines, and dishwashers where
supplied, with an A rating and washer dryers and
dryers with a rating of B or higher
OR
• No white goods provided but info on Eco labelling

Ene5

1.07

1.07
1.07

1.07

(max 2.14)

External Lighting
Space lighting
• all space lighting is specifically designed to
accommodate only compact fluorescent lamps
(CFL) or fluorescent strip lighting
Security lighting
• all intruder lighting to be 150 watts maximum and
be fitted with PIR and daylight sensor and
• all other type of security lighting to accommodate
CFLs or fluorescent strips only and be fitted with
dawn to dusk sensors or timers

1.07

1.07

(max 2.14)

Total Number of Energy Credits Achieved
(max 21.42)

Transport
Tra1

Tra2

Public Transport
Urban and suburban areas
80% of the development within:
• 500m of a 15 min peak and a half hourly off peak
service
• 1000m of a 30 min peak and hourly off peak service

2.14

Rural areas
80% of the development within:
• 500m of an hourly service
• 1000m of an hourly service OR a community bus
service

2.14
1.07
(max 2.14)

Cycle storage
Provision of cycle storage for:
• 50% of dwellings
• 95 % of dwellings

© BRE Ltd 2004
EcoHomes is a Registered Trademark of BRE
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1.07

1.07
2.14

(max 2.14)
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Tra3

Local Amenities
Proximity to local amenities:
• Within 500m of a food shop and post box;
• Within 1000m of 5 of the following: postal facility,
bank/ cash machine, pharmacy, primary school,
medical centre, leisure centre, community centre,
public house, children’s play area, public park or
village green
• Safe pedestrian routes to the local amenities

Tra4

1.07
1.07

13.0

1.07
(max 3.21)

Home office
Provision of space, and services, for a home office

1.07
(max 1.07)

Total Number of Transport Credits Achieved
(max 8.56)

Pollution
Pol1

Pol2

Insulation ODP and GWP

•

Specifying insulating materials, that avoid the use of
ozone depleting substances and have a global warming
potential (GWP) of less than 5, in either manufacture or
composition, for the following elements:
• Roof (incl. loft hatch)
• Wall – internal and external (incl. doors and
window lintels)
• Floor (incl. foundations)
• Hot water cylinder (incl. pipe insulation and other
thermal store)

•
•
•
•

NOx emissions
95% of dwellings throughout the development must be
served by heating and hot water systems with an average
NOx emission rate of less than or equal to the levels listed
below.
• Less than or equal to 150 NOx mg/kWh
• Less than or equal to 100 NOx mg/kWh
• Less than or equal to 70 NOx mg/kWh

Pol3

2.14

(max 2.14)
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.14
4.29
6.43

(max 6.43)

Reduction of surface runoff
Reducing peak surface runoff rates to either natural or
municipal systems by 50% for:
• Hard surface runoff
• Roof runoff

© BRE Ltd 2004
EcoHomes is a Registered Trademark of BRE
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•

2.14
2.14

(max 4.28)
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Pol4

Zero Emission Energy Source
At least 10% of either the heat (space & hot water)
demand or the non heat electrical demand within the
development is supplied from local renewable energy
sources.

13.0

2.14

(max 2.14)

Total Number of Pollution Credits Achieved
(max 14.99)

Materials
Mat1

Timber: Basic building elements
Percentage of certified* timber and timber products and/
or recycled/ reused elements:
30% and origin of remaining timber Non Temperate
30% and origin of remaining timber Temperate
60% and origin of remaining timber Non Temperate
60% and origin of remaining timber Temperate
75% and origin of remaining timber Non Temperate
75% and origin of remaining timber Temperate

0.00
0.97
0.97
1.94
1.94
2.90

*CSA, FSC, MTCC, PEFC, SFI or any combination of
these is acceptable but ONLY where subject to full third
party chain of custody.
Mat2

(max 2.90)

Timber: Finishing elements
Percentage of certified* timber and timber products and/
or recycled/ reused elements:
30% and origin of remaining timber Non Temperate
30% and origin of remaining timber Temperate
60% and origin of remaining timber Non Temperate
60% and origin of remaining timber Temperate
75% and origin of remaining timber Non Temperate
75% and origin of remaining timber Temperate

0.00
0.48
0.48
0.97
0.97
1.45

*CSA, FSC, MTCC, PEFC, SFI or any combination of
these is acceptable but ONLY where subject to full third
party chain of custody.
Mat3

Storage of recyclable waste:
• Provision of internal AND external (or LA collection)
storage
• Provision of internal storage only
• Provision of external storage (or LA collection) only

© BRE Ltd 2004
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(max 1.45)

Recyclable Materials
2.90
0.97
0.97

(max 2.90)
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Mat4

Environmental Impact of Materials
The following elements obtaining an A rating from the
Green Guide for Housing:
• Roof
• External walls
• Internal walls - party walls and internal partitions
• Floors
• Windows
• External surfacing
• Boundary protection

1.45
1.45
1.45
1.45
0.97
0.48
0.48

13.0

(max 7.73)

Total Number of Materials Credits Achieved
(max 14.98)

Water
Wat1

Internal water use
•
•
•
•
•

Wat2

Less than 50 m3 per bedspace per year
Less than or equal to 45 m3 per bedspace per year
Less than or equal to 40 m3 per bedspace per year
3
Less than or equal to 35 m per bedspace per year
3
Less than or equal to 30 m per bedspace per year

1.67
3.33
5.00
6.67
8.33

External water use
Rain water collection system for watering gardens and
landscaped areas

(max 8.33)

1.67
(max 1.67)

Total Number of Water Credits Achieved
(max 10.00)

Land Use and Ecology
Eco1

Ecological value of site
•

Eco2

(max 1.67)

Enhancing the ecological value of the site through
consultation with an accredited expert

1.67
(max 1.67)

Protection of ecological features
•

Ensuring the protection of any existing ecological
features on the site

© BRE Ltd 2004
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1.67

Ecological enhancement
•

Eco3

Building on land which is inherently of low ecological
value

1.67
(max 1.67)
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Eco4

Change of ecological value of site
•
•
•
•

13.0

Eco5

A change of between –9 and –3 species
A change of between –3 and +3 species
A change between +3 and +9 species
A change of greater than +9 species

1.67
3.33
5.00
6.67

(max 6.67)

Building footprint
Making effective use of the building foot-print;
• 60% achieving the requirement
• 80% achieving the requirement

1.67
3.33

(max 3.33)

Total Number of Land Use and Ecology Credits Achieved
(max 15.01)

Health and Well Being
Hea1

Daylighting
Provision of adequate daylighting, according to BS
8206:pt2 in:
• In the kitchen
• In living rooms, dining rooms and studies
• View of sky in all above rooms

Hea2

1.88
1.88
1.88

Sound Insulation
Pre-completion testing to comply or improve on
performance standards in Approved Document E (2003
Edition).
• 2 tests* meeting part E requirements
• 3 tests* meeting part E requirements
• 3 tests* airborne 3dB higher and impact 3dB lower
than part E requirements
• 3 tests* airborne 5dB higher and impact 5dB lower
than part E requirements

1.88
3.76
5.64
7.52

* for every ten dwellings in a group or subgroup.
Hea3

(max 5.64)

(max 7.52)

Private space
Provision of private or semi private space

1.88
(max 1.88)

Total Number of Health and Well Being Credits Achieved
(max 15.04)

Total all sections
(max 100)

© BRE Ltd 2004
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Using the checklist
This checklist should only be used to predict the rating that might be achieved under
a formal EcoHomes assessment, prior to the appointment of a licensed assessor.

13.0

Complete the checklist by going through the credits and marking those which have
been achieved. The EcoHomes score is awarded on the basis of the total
percentage of credits achieved as indicated in the table below.

Rating

Score

Pass

36

Good

48

Very Good

60

Excellent

70

Note that the predicted score must only be used as guidance to the design team and
can not be used to demonstrate compliance with BREEAM.

For further information about EcoHomes including a contact list of licensed
assessors please contact:
The BREEAM Office
BRE
Garston
Watford
WD25 9XX

© BRE Ltd 2004
EcoHomes is a Registered Trademark of BRE
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Tel: 01923 664462
Fax: 01923 664103
e-mail: ecohomes@bre.co.uk
web site: www.ecohomes.org
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14.0
IMPLEMENTATION
14.0
14.1

PHASING

• Upton forms Phase 1 of the overall SW District of
Northampton.
• Upton is divided into eight sites (Site A to Site G) as
illustrated in Figure 14.1.
• The objective is to introduce variety and diversity of
approach to housing design throughout Upton.

• Street trees and tree pits – Locations of tree pits
have been identified along the Main Street adjacent
to parking bays. Underground drainage for trees
has been installed ready for developers to provide
the appropriate tree species in accordance with the
design code. If parking bays are re-located along the
Main Street, the developer must also re-position the
tree pits in accordance with Chapter 6 Street Types.

• The eight sites vary in size and development capacity
so that large as well as smaller developers are able to
participate in the process.

14.2

ADVANCE INFRASTRUCTURE
PARTNERSHIPS

BY

ENGLISH

1. Weedon Road - Weedon Road has been remodelled
from a dual carriageway to an urban boulevard as a high
quality public realm corridor.
A slip lane providing vehicular egress from and access
on to Weedon Road will also be designed and built by
EP as part of the advance infrastructure.
A new T-junction has been formed between Weedon
Road and Main Street where a roundabout facilitates
movement to and from Quinton House School via the
Upton development.
2. Main Street – the entirety of Main Street is being
designed and constructed by EP. This main spine will
provide construction access into individual sites.
• On Street Parking – On street parking bays will
be put in place by EP. It is understood that the
positions of parking bays may impose constraints to
individual block design and access. Developers are
allowed to relocate these parking bays to suit their
scheme designs subject to the approval of the Upton
project team. If parking bays are to be relocated, the
existing services must be protected or diverted by
the developer to suit the proposed layout and satisfy
highway requirements.
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• Street lighting – Temporary street lighting has been
installed along Main Street for construction traffic. A
street light design has been adopted, refer to Chapter
6 and site specific Developer Briefs.
• Statutory Drainage – Statutory drainage has been
installed along Main Street ready to connect with
new developments.
3. Key Streets with SUDS – All streets with SUDS will
be designed and constructed by EP as part of advance
infrastructure. Developers should refer to the site specific
Development Briefs and Constraints drawing for details.

14.3

PUBLIC TRANSPORT & COMMUNITY PROVISIONS

Bus Route
• During the initial phases when Main Street is
completed, a local bus route will ‘loop’ through
Upton in a single clockwise direction, running from
Upton Way roundabout to Weedon Road;
• Three bus stops have been identified as illustrated in
Figure 14.3;
• In the longer term, it is anticipated that an anticlockwise route will also run in the opposite direction,
as identified on Figure 14.3; and

4. Street Naming
• Street names have been identified for all streets
within Upton.

• A bus shelter design has been chosen as produced by
JC Decaux.

• The naming strategy reinforces the street hierarchy
where the street type forms part of the name. For
example, Upton Hall Lane, Clickers Mews.

School
• A primary school with 420 places will be located at
the heart of Upton, adjacent to Upton Square; and

• The list of names was approved by NBC 5th January
05 and no changes are permitted. Refer to Figure
14.2.

• The school is currently being designed, construction
is due to complete by July 2006 in time for the
scheduled opening in September 2006.

5. SUDS
• EP will design and construct the swales throughout
the development.

Interpretation Centre
• Planning permission has been granted for an
Interpretation Centre which will be located adjacent
to the playing fields immediately south of Upton.

• Developers must design and construct the central
courtyards in accordance with the Design Code and
ensure that rainwater drains into the SUDS through
permeable paving in the courtyard and private gardens
as applicable.
6. Upton Square & Neighbourhood Square
• As part of the open space network, EP has undertaken
the design of Upton Square and Neighbourhood
Square.
• Neighbourhood Square is currently under construction
and is targeted to complete in spring 2005.
• The design of Upton Square is currently being
finalised. It is scheduled to start on site mid 2005.
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• The Centre will include exhibits which explain the
sustainability objectives of the Upton development
and ways in which they have been achieved at
various phases of the development.

• Incidental public spaces created through the
design process, such as pocket parks opposite the
Interpretation Centre and NE corner by Weedon
Road;

• The Centre is a demonstration project on environmental
technologies and a wind turbine generating some of
the electricity supply for the Interpretation Centre
will be located south of the playing fields.

• Street furniture including public seating, litter bins
and dog waste bins etc.;

• The Centre will also include a small element of office
accommodation for the Management Company of
Upton and changing facilities / pavilion to service the
playing fields.

14.4

MANAGEMENT OF UPTON

• Central courtyards and associated services such as
courtyard lighting, oil interceptors and underground
tanks for rainwater harvesting, etc.;
• Children’s play areas (LAPs);
• Electric Car Sharing schemes;
• Material recycling programme; and

Northampton Borough Council (NBC)
The Highway Authority will adopt all the street types as
identified in Chapter 6, except for central courtyards.
The boundary of adoption is defined by the line of
privacy strip i.e. back of pavement.
The following elements will also be adopted by the
Highway Authority:

• Selling energy generated within Upton to the National
Grid.
Site-specific Mannagement Companies
As subsidiaries to the Upton Mannagement Company,
the developer of each site (A-G) will set up a site-specific
mannagement company. Its role and responsibilities will
include the maintenance of:

• Street trees and their associated drainage;
• Central courtyards
• Street lighting (whether mounted on buildings or free
standing);

• Communal areas within apartment blocks

• Street name signs and other highways related
signage;

• Block-specific environmental technologies. eg. gray
water re-cycling.

• bus shelters and any associated signage; and

Upton Management Structure
Holding Management Company
(EP / NBC)

The NBC Parks Department will mannage playing fields.
NBC will also manage the Interpretation Centre and
associated environmental technologies such as the
wind turbine.
Upton Management Company
An Upton Management Company is being established. Its
roles and responsibility will include the maintenance of:
• SUDS throughout Upton, including the Nene Way;
• Upton Square & Neighbourhood Square;
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Site-specific Management Companies
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Figure 14.3: Proposed Bus route
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Phrase

Page No.

Upton Square

21, 26, 38, 76, 78, 108, 110
18, 19

Neighbouthood Square

46, 108, 110,

Sustainable urban drainage system, see
also SUDS

6, 34, 89

SUDS

6, 24, 34, 41, 44, 46, 50, 56, 64, 69, 70, 78, 89, 108, 110
18, 23, 35, 36, 42, 111

public transport

6, 17, 20, 21, 24, 46, 92, 108
91, 100

BREEAM

6, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 95
98, 105

Ecohomes

6, 82, 84, 88, 89, 90, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96
98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105

NHER

88, 96, 97

Main Street

17, 21, 22, 24, 26, 32, 45, 48, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 56, 61, 64, 69, 70, 74, 106,
108
18, 25, 27, 28, 29, 31, 33, 35, 36, 39, 40, 65, 91

street

6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 24, 26, 30, 32, 34, 37, 38, 41, 43,
44, 45, 46, 48, 50, 52, 53, 54, 56, 58, 60, 61, 63, 64, 66, 68, 69, 70, 74, 76,
78, 82, 86, 106, 108, 110
18, 25, 27, 31, 33, 35, 36, 39, 40, 48, 49, 75, 91

street with SUDS

24, 50, 52, 53, 54, 56, 64
25

lane

8, 17, 23, 24, 37, 41, 51, 53, 55, 57, 58, 64, 69, 70, 106, 108
18, 25

mews

15, 17, 22, 24, 38, 41, 51, 53, 55, 57, 61, 63, 69, 70, 83, 108
18, 25, 39, 40, 74

central courtyards

24, 41, 46, 51, 53, 55, 57, 58, 61, 63, 68, 83, 108, 110
42, 60, 62, 67, 72, 73

perimeter block

24, 58, 60

courtyard block

58, 63
22, 60

mews block

58, 63
59, 63

Urban Boulevard

17, 18, 20, 24, 46, 106
20, 59, 74, 75, 77

Neighbourhood Spine

17, 18, 21 38, 41, 58, 69, 71, 72, 74
19, 25, 59, 75, 77

Neighbourhood General

17, 18, 22, 51, 58, 70, 71, 72, 75
19, 22, 25, 59, 74, 75, 77

Neighbourhood Edge

17, 18, 23, 58, 64, 70, 71, 72, 74
19, 25, 59, 65, 73, 75, 77

boundary treatment

16, 18, 23, 41, 58, 64, 68,
18, 69, 70, 71, 85

Front boundary

68
69

side boundary

68
71

rear boundary

68
73

public realm

11, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 24, 26, 46, 48, 58, 61, 67, 68, 76, 80, 82, 86, 90, 106
10, 20, 21, 27, 69, 70
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Source of Illustrative Materials
Illustrations in this Design Code have been prepared or
supplied by the project partners of English Partnerships,
Northampton Borough Council and The Prince’s
Foundation, or by the consultant team of EDAW, Alan
Baxter & Associates, with Pell Frischmann & Quartet
Design.
Illustrative materials relating to the proposals for Site
B have been prepared by the design team of Cornhill
Estates & Fairclough Homes.
Information relating to EcoHomes 2005 Rating
Prediction Checklist is supplied by the Building Research
Establishment.
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